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CONSIDER PRACTICAL WAYS

AID AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY

Requests Secretary Wallace to Call Such a

Meeting and Telegraphic Invitations Are
Immediately Sent to Organizations Whose
Attendance at Parley Is Desired.

COMMUfflSTS OF RUSSIAN CITIES
LIVE IN LUXURY WHILE PEOPLE

INTERIOR REGIONS STARVE

American Relief Representative Claim Guard
Soldiers Around Kremlin Are Best
of
Fed Ever Seen There; Forty Dead People
Seen in One Pile.
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YOUNGSTOWN IS

GIVES

PRDMISED S HOW

Bl

NEW

MP

REGARDED SOLELY
S ACT OF GRACE

SYSTESV
rrr.)

(By The Ansocliitod
1

(By The AMwIntfd Doc.
O.,
L. Oles, YounKstown

arrived home

mayor-elec- t,

vacation n Florrecently from amid.
to "clean up
ida ready, he
who
the city" and "fire anyone
when he
doesr-'-

t

obey

orders,"

takes office next Sunday.

Oles made political history here
canPv running as an Independent
republican
didate, defeating the
and
iiOO
votes
incumbent by over
by over
the democratic candidatereceived
a
The cit: auditor
6 000.
askrequest from Oles in Florida of the
invoice
ing for a "thorough were
going to
city ".lust as If I
buv It."
I want to know how mucn
money the city of Youngstown
they owe
owes," he wrote, "whom
it Is due. I want
it to and when owes
tho city or
to know who
I want to know
Youngstown.
from to
where the money Is coming
to know what
pay the bills. I want
stocks we have on hand, such as
horse feed and supplies, gnsollne
ink
in the tanks, stationery and
amount
end lead pencils, also the to
state
of coal and do not forget
the amount of cash In the bark.
MayShortly after the balloting
or Fred J. Warnock, defeatedd for
issued a
statement citing court decisions In
an effort to show that Oles' promise to give his salary to charity
constituted a bribe to the poor, and
therefore disqualified him. Petitions to the courts were prepared,
but were dropped and no contest
now is In sight.
Oles went into the produce business In New Castle, Pa., with a
wheelbarrow and a barrel of potatoes as his sole stock in trade. After he had built up a flourishing
business there in five, years time
In
he sold it to start a market ho
Youngstown, to be run on what
called a psychological principle.
Oles began presenting eccentric
based,
advertising,
newspaper
on
Sundays
Billy
says
ho
evangelistic tactics, which he had
seen in New Castle. Slam-ban- g
statements about women's styles,
his competitors, local politics and
current topics soon, won him a

y;

t

each year oi service, ur imi.
than $25 per month. The plan
entire expense to
provides for the
i,
in, Virt nomnnnv without
contributions by the employes."

ii

3 ROAD EXPERTS

WILL APPLY FOR
COUMTY OFFICE
Experienced Road Men Will
Ask for County Road
Foreman's Berth at Low
er Salary if Chavez Quits
tntlmnterl

Tt

St

thft COUrt

reputation.
house yesterday that at least three
men win appiy i"i i"
During the mayoralty campaign
Oles announced in his "ad" one experienced
county position of road foreman,
day that ho was going to run for which berth Is now held by Max
mayor.
Chavez, who, it is understood, will
"I Just started It for a Joke," he resign at the reorganization meet- in rthe commission
said later. "But people took It seriously and pretty soon I took it ers on January 3. Although nerie
of the men have mane a puum.
seriously iuu.
At length Oles moved into a statement of tne amount

iry

it Is Under- v o rntnnniiriltlmi.
..v.... .
stood thnt all three of the men will
offer to perform the duties ot ro.iu
foreman st $100 a month.
i.i,i. rmm thl It is Fald that
the men will perform the work
.u
without the am or an
rol.
Chavez is. on the county payautofor (1200 a month plus free
allowed
is
and
mobile and g.iKoline
an assistant wno drawn )m
month. It Isv, understood that Mr.
win
nnp nf the appli
cants at the $100 a month salary.
If even one of tliese experts m
the work actually makes the formal application for tho position at
the intimated terms, it will set a
value cn the work which will result In a considerable saving to the
.
tVinf
tdlHnff nil botq county, probable applicants for the
the
ho could make enough to pay his position pointed out yesteruuy.
campaign expenses riiu bivw
and his family a trip to SUGGEST TEACHING OF
. . .
i s
Florida.
r
iki
At various times during tne
CHRISTIAN lUtALb in
folthe
announced
Oles
campaign
BUSINESS TO CHILDREN
lowing platform planks:
of street car
Discontinuance
(By The AMoclutrd Tress.)
and turning over the
(service,
MfitlltlllSt Slin- ton !(tl
. 1' it n '
m,!,....
streets to Jitneys.
pupils throughout the
Firing the whole police' force if day schod
country will bo taught "Christian
Jt didn't clean uo the town
of Business" it plans subPermit spooning in parks under Ideals to
mitted
a SundJ- -' school commit
protection.
'police
neie toJail anyone who paid taxes un- tee of the churcr A..meeting
According to
day, are adop
der a recent revaluation.
York, chairman,
Tear up the Erie railroad's Henry iMeyer, .ew
includo general intracks if it didn't eliminate down- this coursein w.il
of busitho
principles
struction
town grade crossings.
of business and the
After his election,
however, ness, ownership
accumulation.
of bad
there were indications that Oles dangers
"The great need ot tho churches
was considering conservative poliworld is o great new
the
cf
and
cies. Questioned about
"firing"
Bishop
awakening,"
various officials whom he had spiritual Nicholson,
its
Chicago,
named In the campaign he said he Thomas said in a message
to
pas
would have to inquire into the law. chairman, members. "Jieuioaista
and
Concerning the street car plank, tors
old time p;isBion iui
he said that the traffic problem musti... have the er.ii-it
nf intereessary
'was knotty, and required a great
a new sense of stewardship;
ileal of study. Asked as to Jailing prayer;
m..w.
more or tnat
taxpayers, he said after election and
at the old time Methodist
that he would Jail anyone who generated
altars."
broke the law.
.Tohnstown hotel from his country
home, to establish a legal residence, and began to give Youngstown its most spectacular political
There was no organicampaign.
zation by precincts and wards, but
held meetings all
wife
his
and
he
over the city meetings for women only at which Mrs. Oles told
what a fine husband and father
Mr. Oles is, and meetings for men
at which Mr. Oles rushed on the
platform with arms in air, shouting: "Here I am! Vote for Oles!"
Few persons professed to believe
that Oles had a chance until the
returns began to come In election
night. Next day a check on admissions by various men who had
challenged Oles to wagers brought
mm-Ke-

.

UniY

auim.

.

MRS. DE SAULLES

BECOMES WIFE OF
CHILEAN ENGINEER

HOSTS STARVE If
C

1894.
In considering

the matter, Mr.
Daughertv stated he had given
Debs the privilege of discussing his
case with the attorney general personally because of his position as
a leader in his line of thought
with the desire to give the sub
effect many others
ject, which
as well, tho ralrest possible

PLENTY

IN

bA KlirA tO be
But it really didn't make any
rtltierence. i ney an nau tu uo
They were all starving and dying.
"And dirty filthy and rag'-'er- i.
They haven't any soap and they
came
can't wash. The children
In olnnff tVlA roadS.
.....,H
hardly able to crawl. We gathered
them up ana put mem in mo
va hniiana nnrt fdri thPTVl. ROmn
of them lived and some of themdied. We Just had to ao me dcsrnuld fwed them and hope
they would live."
Mr. Floete said the Kussian
were In good condition and
statements that the food could not
be distributed because the transportation system had broken down
t,n tVini, wnlllri

tof

fed.

raii-ron-

were unrounaea.
"The railroads
li

inlairvonh la wnrlftntr flit rluht.
the lines

The communists keep up
so
or communication
Virtnir (ha Hiinnlies there

the cities

for

drowned
"In Ahnwel province the Hwal
river burst lt banks and has become one great inland sea. Large
are
parts of thirteen counties
the flooded area
miles."
square
ing about 10,000 received
at Epls-AnOther reports
i,Anfiiiititori Indicated that
"neveral lakes had been formed over
normous tracts tormeriy umiei
.
'cultivation and that It was Impossible to drain many nections. This
would mean that the dispossessed
'would be unable to return to their
ruined villages and would b deon famine relief the rest
pendent
.'of the winter.
'.
famine relief
An international
An-- d,

ni

;

mili-'tar-

y

Hunt-iluglo-

n.

.....

ut
are

uh

into

ihemselves."

WOMAX m'RXKl) TO PETH.
Pnniror. Te.. Dec. 30. Mrs. C.
E. Fry, 64, of Denver, Colo., was
burned to death here today when
trapped in an apartment nouire
guided
fire. After having been

the hurnlnar building

fnli

The Indianapolis American Association club has taken over the
old training plant of the New
York Giants at Marlin
Sprlngj.
Tex.

Pcrf ectShonlcWi an! Anflii
ami! tht I
bctutilul, toft. pcirly
white appearaaUj
OritnUI
Coureud'
Crtam renders to the.
shoulder
snd anna.(
Nothing

Covers jklnblemUhej.k
Will not run oh. t .r;
upviivt w pvwun.
Srtirf 75e for

g.

.

and the

run

she returned to the
apartment house when she became
worried because her son had
the nlace to assist in fight
ing the flames.

New York. Dee. 30. 'New floods,
sweeping over vast sections of
"China and followed by famine.
left
?1iave killed thousands and
of thousands starving.
;hundreds
;
This was the message received
today by the Episcopal department
'nf missions from Rev. Edmund J.
Iee, secretary of the international
"famine relief committee at Ahnwcl.
The Yellow river, which last Au- 'prust overflowed its banks, flooding a large part of the province of
Hhantung, again has risen, this
'time covering great tracts in Shan-lunand Ahnwel, and
Klangsu
the sea.
.finding a new outlet to flood
come
i
"So suddenly did the
unable to
were
ithat great numbers
escape," wrote the clergyman.
were swept
'. "Whole
villages
thousands were
in way and
,

,rXRD.T.H0rnH3
New York

Mrs. Blancn dc Saulles Vera Cros.
who
Bianca Erraiier Verpa.-a-,
BAVnrnl UPfir. flfTA

ill

murdering her first husband,. Jack
da Saulles, jNew lor society man
ana iai ; grauuaic, nas just oecuun
the bride of Fernando Santa Cruz,
a wealthy Chilean engineer. Tha
marriage occurred at Santlaito,
Chile. The murder of dt Saulles
occurred in Westbury, N. Y., in
1917.

after a quarrel

Uenduchcs Irom silglit Colds.
Laxative BROMO QUININE Tablets relieve the Headache by cur
ing the Cold. A tonic laxative and
germ destroyer. The genuims benr
the signature of E. W. Grove. (Ee1
sure you get BROMO.) SOc.

SCHOOLS

RATON

Never since governments were
instituted anions men has any national executive been so close to the
hearts and minds of '.he people as
President Harding and his advisers
have been during the conference on
the Limitation of Armament. What
the American people are thinking
of the conference and its actions is
daily before the American delegates and the President. Never
before in history has any government undertaken to interpret so
promptly and thorough the public
opinion of a nation. Never before
has any Rovernment hod its finder
so systematically on the "pulse of
the nation."
Vrom the very beginning of the
armament conference, President
Harding was convinced that its
great possibilities for world advancement lay in making; it quickly
and positively responsible to public
opinion. And the President was
determined to make it responsible
As a result an elaborate system of
feeling out the sentiment of ths
country has been instituted and tne
views and feelings of the people
carefully tabulated and interpreted
are placed before the American
delegates daily for their guidance.
In the past, many nations have
striven to guide public opinion.
Millions have been spent for
"propaganda" to "educate" peoples
to support government
policies.
Germany was a past master at this
work. But never befose has so
broad and effective an effort been
made to ascertain clearly and positively the untrammeled views of a
people as reflected in their daily
newspapers.
The delegates of the conference
find before them at the same hour
every day the editorial expressions
from
of newspapers
Portland,
Maine, to Los Angeles, and from
Miami, Florida, to Seattle, and the
finger of government which is kept
hourly on the pulse of the nation is
the Committee on General Information of the Advisory Committee to
the American delegates to the conference, headed by Colonel William
Boyce Thompson. ' Colonel Thompson has for years been recognized
as an accurate and thorough interpreter of public opinion. He is a
director of the Federal Peserve
Bank of Now York, and during the
war was chairman of the American
He
Red Cross Mission to Russia.
was a great admirer of the late
Colonel Theodore Rooseve't and is
president of the Roosevelt Memorial
Asioriution.
When President Harding's desire
to keep the armament delegates in

it

.

(.

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Raton, N. M Dec. 30. The Raton

k

public schools are probably the first
schools In the Rocky mountain region to organize and actively conduct a department of health eduof the
cation. The
local board of education In prochildschool
health
among
moting
ren is being amply rewarded oy
the results obtained so far. The
Increased efficiency of the schools
as a result of this work will tend
to decrease the running expenses
The work which
considerably.
this department carries on Is regular medical and dental Inspections by the school nurse, all the
and athletic
physical education
The local
work In the schools.
school authorities believe that a
healthy child Is an asset to the

It

constant touch with nation-wid- e
public opinion was explained 10
Colonel Thompson he proceeded to
devise a system that would meet
the need. He not only arranged to
have available at once all of the
daily newspapers within reach of
the capital, but he arranged to have
the distant newspapers telegraph
daily the gist of their news despatches and editorial comment on
the proceedings of the conference.
All of this material is carefully
tabulated and summarized and by
11 o'clock every morning a four or
five page typewritten report of the
day's news and editorial comment
is on the desk of every delegate.
The news and editorial summary
begins with the views of the newspapers of Washington and spreads
out until it covers all sections of
the country.
Recently, under the direction of
Colonel Thompson, the committee
prepared an analysis of the petitions, memorials and resolutions received by the President, the armaand
ment conference
delegates
other government officials relating
to the conference. It set forth the
views of 6,035,140 persons.

AVIATORS BREAK
RECORD WITH
HOUR

BURGH TRIAL IS

I

Prists

T

Cows have not eaten enuugh of
the approaches to the Barelas temporary bridge to make It dangerous
for use by wagons and automobiles,
according to a statement made yesterday by County Agent Lee Reynolds and Acting Chamber of Commerce Secretary Matt Drexel, who
Investigated the report yesterday
morning.
Several reports were made to the
chamber of commerce Thursday
that the temporary bridge was impassible, due to the fact that the
cattle had eaten all of the straw
which was mixed with the earth In
making the approaches.
"Some of the straw has been
eaten," Drexel stated yesterday,
"but as far as we could learn, not
enough of It to Impair the safety of
the bridge."
The temporary bridge was constructed by the state highway department for use while the final
repairs to the main structure are
being completed.
Manufacturers of toilet srtp find
It necessary to change the pc: .ume
in the product every once In a
while to suit the whims of the

PROVES BENEFIT

COATS

ssits
SKITS
WAISTS
SWEATEES

Scott's Emulsion

i

T

DRESSES

are detercommunity and th
mined to have all assets and no public.
liabilities. The nursi can often detect many of the frequent ills In
children and by timely advice and
assistance, will keep the children
In school more days than by the
There is nothing in the
old haphazard method previously
world quite so nourish-in- g
used.
One of the great functions of tho
or helpful as
schools Is to establish proper
health habits among the children.
These habits are very difficult to
establish because cleanliness Is the
basis of all health and children .'.re
prone to be careless In the simple
for thin, anemic girls
rules of hygiene. Health clubs jre
conducted by this department, the
It is
of "teen-age.- "
main purpose being to establish
these habits. This makes the diswell-wort- h
trying.
agreeable work a game and the
children enter it with a wholesome 1
N.J.
Scott
&Bowna,Bloomfilcl,
to
beat
a
the
and
willingness
spirit

tiBEifEM

'

next room In the scores.
Timely advice Is also given
teachers concerning various diseases which can be expected In
children at most any time, thereby making them able to detect the
early symptoms and preventing Its
further spead. All sanitary conditions about the schools are
looked after which tends further
to Increase the efficiency of the
schools and prevents a spread of
epidemics.
This director of this department
Is Julius Kuhnert, the school nurse,
Miss Gertrude Norman, girls' phsl-cdirector, Miss Caroline Thomas
and boys' athletlo coach, Fremont
Dixon.

ALSO MAKERS OF- -

KtSIERY
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and
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SIEGES

(Tablet or Granules)

for INDIGESTION

TO GO AT COST
Take advantage while
selections are big

al

HE LADIES

MABLE MAZ0N BOUND
OVER TO THE GRAND
JURY ON $250 BOND

SPECIALTY

IS Pny Blcycl gn.
LarfA't flock of high-grad- e
Bicycles
ever hnwn In Albuquerque, at reduced
prices.
DBOAD niCiTIE tt TRADING CO
220 Bouth Second Street.

Mable Mazon, charged with oper-

ating a disorderly house in Old
Town, waived preliminary examin26
ation
and was bound over
o
FIGHT to theyesterday
grand Jury by Justice

m?

Desl-darl-

Montoya on a J250 bond. She
E. MAHARAM & SON
bond and was
from custody.
518 West Central
Mable Mazon was arrested In one
dcijye an airplane to a height of of the Christmas
raids
morning
37890 feet at Dayton, O., shatter- staged on several alleged disorderly
lnnulro
ing tho altitude mark of 33,114 houses In Old Town. The raids
TUESDAY
feet set by MaJ. Rudolph Schroed-c- r. were conducted by officers of the
sheriffs office who have been tryNew Mexico Steel Co. Inc. I
November 3 Bert Acosta, in a ing for sonie time to close all disBollerinnkrrs urn i Welder.
In
houses
of
the
(By The Astmctnti'd rrrsn.)
county.
tlOO Soutb Second St.
orderly
Curtis navy racer with a speed
Tel. 1017-J.'ec. 30.
Los Aiib't'les,
V .
course,
for
a
176.7
mtlea
Rebuttal testimony was started to- brolto the record for a closed
C.
It Is said that many former ofuay in the trial of Arthur O. Burch course in tho Pulitzer trophy race ficers of the German
. . .
Imperial
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
on tho charge of having murdered at Omaha.
a number who
navy, Including
Wind Shield Glass-LumbREFRACTION
J. lielton Kenncffy, tho prosecution
wore active In submarine warfare,
3. C. BAT.DKIItflB tUMUEIt CO.
first attacking the defense of in- FLYER HAS SISTFR
107 8. Fourth.
g
Phone 1057-arS now engaged In
43 Soolu First Street.
l'bune 402,
sanity. Three witnesses had been
SANTA FE, N. M. Into Sweden.
IX
examined when court adjourned
until Tuesday morning.
Santa Fo, N. M Dec. 30. Miss
The fact that Mrs. Madalynne Catherine
Stinson, sister of Edward
of Ihirch,
Obenchnin,
the pilot who broke the
had written a note to him in the Stitipon,
continuous flying record at Mlnc-ol- a
county Jail, relating to his telling'
today, and who has been at a
of all his actions on the day Kensanitarium in Santa Fe nearly a
nedy was slain, was brought out by year past, was much elated
Pi:
today
the defense. Dr. Ross Moore, perof her brother's
TWO STORES
sonal physician of Mrs. Obencliain, when informed
was
tho
aviator
She
first
testified durihg the morning ses- exploit.
in tho Stinson family and one of
In Albuquerque
sion ho believed Iiurch to bo "insane" and Raid he based his belief tho first woman flyers In the coun
Los
to
addition
first
In
the
try.
and
Hurch
observations
of
10S N. First St.
upon
n
Francisco flight, with
upen things told him by Mrs. Angeles-Sapihas
she
she
is
which
credited,
Obenchain.
325 N. Third
He said he asked Bureh to re- loted machinos in China and Jalate his actions on the day in ques- pan. Her health was undermined
tion and Burch siid he would do by work as an ambulance driver In
so if Mrs. Obenchain wished and France during the war and she Is
would Fend him a note to that ef- recuperating here.
fect in her own writing. Dr. Moore
paid the note was sent, but Hurch
Miss
Houston, owner and
declared ho had changed his mind. managerHary
of ten farms, possesses
A Chain of
Dr. Moore said he thought ho mora quarter sections of rich Oklastill had the note at his home and homa land than the averge woman
675 Stores
if he could find It would produce owns dresses.
It later.
Our Buying
Grover C. Perkins, chairman of
the board of county commissioners
of Whentlnnd county, Montana, and
Power Is
W. C. Husband, district attorney of
the same county, rebuttal witnesses,
Treat
Unequaled
your beauty fairly!
testified they knew Burch there
from 1917 to 1919, when he was
how
No
lovely
running a ranch near Harlowton.
features
They said that In their opinion
Purch was sane. Both said they
were connected with the Wheat
cannot betralyathacMve
land county lunacy commission.
Depositions by other Wheatland
with a red blotchy
county residents read Into the record expressed the belief Burch was
raised
Glass Jar brand, No. 2 tins 34c
oily
Strictly fresh, home
Insane, several giving as a reason,
r.
that he wore an overcoat In
Reslnol Soap and Ointment
Mr. Perkins and Mr. Hus55c
Silver Bar brand, No. 212 tins 27c
Eggs, per dozen....
band testified that was "a common
make baa complexions
thing" In that section of Montana.
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You Very Seldom Hear Some One Say
"I used to trade at The PIGGLY WIGGLY"
Once a customer, is always a customer
unless they move away. The savings you find
here will surprise you.

matter

are you

your

0

M E

El

A

LUMP COAL

L.

MILLER, Pres.
Phone 251

J.

i

U

smoother softer and
generally charming

Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing In the way of
earning power.
This
School
has SKILLFUL
EXPERIENCED.
SPECIALIZED
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete
Our students are in demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER. TERM. It doesn't
cost much.
,
4

SYRUP

RESIuOL
oofhinj

tad He&Iinq

the famous

Sunset Gold Brand,

Piggly Wiggly Butter. The kind

that

is sold in all

Piggly Wiggly

per pound

47c

stores,

PRIVATE

TUTOR

Tou Could not Receive as Complrfo or a More Personal Training Tlinn With Us
SECRETARIAL, fiTKNOURAPHIC, HIGHER
ACCOUNTANCY, SALESMANSHIP,
ADVERTISING COURSES
Our students' aureus Is duo to Individual Attention, Small
elimination
of Impractical work, and systematic, inclasses,
tensive study. Our training enables you to meet tho supreme
tost In tho liimlncss World.

Western School for Private Secretaries

NEW TERM JANUARY S, 1922.
Day, Half-DaEvening and Special Sessions.
Telephone 901
Tljeras Avenue at Eighth Street.

Peroxide and Buttermilk; extra
large oval 'size cakes

5c

--

Campbells Pork and

LUMBER
-

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH FIRST STREET.

J

Beechnut brand, large glass. .24c
Beechnut brand, med. size
Canova brand,

Beans.. 13c

Pork and Beans
10c and 15c
13c
Libbys Pork and Beans
Van Camps

at.

Prices Quoted By Us Are Good

..16c

glass. .29c

16-o- z.

GD13S

CANHED BEARS

y,

ALBUQUERQUE

size........

,

Grofts Toilet Soap, Wild Rose,

A

Buy Log Cabin Maple Syrup here
and save 10 to 15 per cent.
EXTRA
54c
Medium size
..$1.08
Large

PEAHUT BUTTER

SOAP

"The Best What Is"

Aztec Fuel Co.

CANNED PEACHES

skin

UNDER
I

EGGS

sum--me-

J rial Sin

maa

HAVEN'T EATEN

i

(Continued from Page One.)

by her son,
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IN RUSSIA

WHILE OTHERS STARVE

co

111

sisocietv has been organized In
King, including the governor,
governor and Bishop

LIVING

COMMUNISTS

lf

11

FLOODS

SO.

Eugene
V. Debs, the socialist leader, was
granted his freedom from the Aton
lanta
federal penitentiary
Christmas by President
Harding
solely as "an act of grace." his violation of the war laws remain unThis
forgiven by the government.
was disclosed tonight by Attorney
General Daugherty, who
made
public Ihe text of his recommendations to the president in the Debs
case.
"It will be observed," Mr. Daugherty said, "that a pardon was not
granted Debs but that his sentence
was commuted. The action of the
president in no wise condones the
offenso and the relief was eolely an
act of grace. The gratitude of Debs
will bo measured by his conduct in
the future."
The administration's theory of
action in the Debs case, according
to Mr. "Daugherty, is to be considered as the government policy in
relation to others imprisoned for
violation of the war laws, of which
class of offenders "probably no
better case could be selected," he
declared, than that of Debs.
"Regarding this class of
'political prisoners' as they are
termed by those who are demanding their release," Mr. Daugherty
said, "there is no real reason why
they should be treated any differently than any other persons who
violate the law asido from the fact
that many or them, as well as their
friends and associates on the outside, actually believe, and are sincere in their belief, that they have
violated no Just law and were
strictly within the constitutional
rights In their public utterances
which have been found to be In
violation of the espionage act.
"Of course, there are
others
among them who were and are
actively, consciously disloyal to our
government and who contemplate
and intend to disrupt and overthrow our present form of government whenever opportunity presents Itself, and are working to
'that end. As for them nothing need
be Eaid. They are past reason and
the only argument they can understand is the rieavy arm of the law.
They have been Justly and wisely
convicted and must suffer the penalty of their misdeeds."
In reaching his decision regarding Debs, the attorney goneral reviewed the
history of the case,
quoting copiously from the speech
delivered
by Debs before the
socialist convention at Canton, O.,
in 1913, pointing out that the con
stitutionality of Debs' conviction
was upheld by the supreme court
and assertine that this was the
second time Debs has "set up his
theories of government against the
lt.elf ' referring to
government
Pullman
strike in
the

r..nv

THOUSANDS DEAD,

Dec.

Washington,

Jl.t..nR .....Inx
uunuiLit'im
fill'. l,,v.. ptYinlnvcsare extended the benefits of this
system. After continuous servlca
of at least twenty years pensions
may tie grnntea to certain classes
of employes upon reaching the age
of 65 years, and to rthcr clashes
after the a:;o ot 70 years is attainof physical dis
ed. In the eve-.ibefore the ago limit nag
ability
i
.r,.1,.i,n,l
iiAninns iriav bo
awarded, provided the employe has
been in continuous service nui. i':h
,
The
vpnrs.
tti.rttit vfiv
e
1111111
amount of the pension is calculated
in accordance witn a rine mat mm
been generally adopted and which
to the years of
Is in proportion
service and the wages of the em
the last ten years oi
ploye during
in, i with tlm nrovision of
1
of
a minimum
per month for

2,000-wor-

Re-

mains
By
Unforgiven
Government Says Daugh-ertText Made Public.

V

plaining the features or mo pian
nnri tho conditions under which it
will become effective:
"Following the announcement 01
President Halo Holden on December 1, Hint the bonrd of directors
of the Chicago, Burlington end
inyuincy railroad had decided to is
there
augurate a pension system
being distributed touay to an
a copy of the plan and the

. ri.)

Tounsstown.

,

of War Laws

Violation

n
lJwiat,1rnt
hnn 'in
Independent Candidate
Hale llolden, of the Chicago, BurPlatform
Wierd
n
n
nounced
and
rnilrnil(l. Vv'llO
K,...t
on December 1 announced the in
and Now Is Beginning to auguration
of u pension system ior
Hedge Recommendations. sued the following statement ex

An-

HEALTH WORK IN

FEELING THE NATION'S PULSE
IS COL. WM. BOYCE THOMPSON'S JOB

EMPLOYES

PEIS1

-

ISO

PARDON OF DEBS

Extra fine carpet Broom, made
of extra

straw,
VJritil

choice

whist

each........
the

broom
78c

Market Changes.

Decern ber 31, 1921.

FOUR BOYS
-

CAUGHT
CM1

f

ill

LOOSE ENDS OF
fl

?r

1
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Itoscoe Votaw. V. Rogers and
Benny Briscoe are believed to be
three of the four Albuauerquo boys
iKirt'ested at Socorro last night in
jjossession of a Ford automobile
belonging to the Driverless Ford
V company
of this city. These four
boys are missing Irom tneir nomes
and about 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon they rented a Ford from the
Driverless Ford company.
The manager of the company belate yesterday
came suspicious
afternoon and reported the case to
the police. Telephone calls were
Bent to a number of cities and at
"o'clock tho police officials at
Socorro telephoned that they had
the car and four boys in their possession. The boys stated that they
were from Albuquerque but did not
give their names. An Albuquerqueto
officer will go. to Socorro .today
take charge of the boys and the

It is believed that the boys In- -'
tended to run away from home on
account of being cited to appear
at the police station yesterday aftto answer a complaint
ernoon
which had been made against them
of
for disturblngi a meeting at one
the local churches Thursday evenlocated
was
of
the boys
One
was
' ing.
by police yesterday noon nnd
boys reportitold to have the other
3
yeso'clock
'to Chief Galusha at As me uuya
torrtnv afternoon.
took their suit eases when leaving
v,o nntnmnbile.
i
it is thought
they Intended to leave the city for
good.

CHICAGO GRAIN FIRM
WITH TWO MILLION IN
ASSETS IS BANKKUr
Tt

Chicago.

Th

AttMirlnffd Frpng.l

Dec.

30.

Petitioning

.ro.ntnrs nnnenred before Federal
TC.
M. liindia today and
jiida-filer! an
involuntary petition i
Vonimnirv nzninst 10. V. Wagner
and company,
grain and stock
;Vilrh fntleri today.
Tho 'nntitinners are Joseph An
derson, II. Ernest and the Wood
-c

Repp company, all doing business
on the Chicago board of trade from
which the Waener firm was sus
the
pended today. Attorneys for
petitioners set up liabilities as P,
.Trsenh Anderson. $1,500:
Rrnfrt. il.KOO and Wood Repp com
pany, $800. The petition declares
has
that the estate of the companyassets
$2,000,000 in
substantially
nnrl fnr the nreservation of tho es
tate it Is necessary that a receiver
be appointed.
"Them In in the hands of debtors
of the bankrupt n large amount of
stocks and bonds which It is necessary to be gathered together and
held by the receiver for the benefit
nf tho estate." the petition said, and
also declared the company holds
securities of large value wmuu
must be conserved for the creditors,
.Tuilfrn
appointed the Cen
tral Trust enmnanv as receiver with
power to tuke charge of and hold
"
the estate and to ounumm
business and for such order as shall
be Just and lawful."
ioi-in-

i

WIFE OF DEFRAUDING
BANKER ARRESTED TO
FACE SAME CHARGE
(By Th AworlnlM Prin.)
Ansrcles.
Calif.. Doc. 30.
Alberta French, wife of
Charles W. French, held in Chicago
on a federal indictment charging
use of the mails to defraud, was
Diego by
brought here from toBin
face extradl
federal authorities
to
removal
for
dition. proceedings
to
Chicago to face similar charges She
those against her husband.
engaged counsel and hearing was
set here January 4.
Mrs. French, recently arrested at
tier residence at EI Cajon. near Fan
THecm. was arraigned in Fan uiego,
At that time she had not determ
ined to resist extradition nut upon
being brought to Ixis Angeles she
indicated she would oppose removal
to Chicago
Unon arraignment at San Diego
ball was set at $10,000 and Mrs.
French has been held in custody
since through failure to provide
bonds. She is in the county Jail
bflre.
"I know nothing about these
charges," siie said. "I have no fear
of the outcome, for I know I am
In fact, I am enjoying
innocent.
mv experience, never having seen
the interior of a Jail before. I em
anxious to help my husband In any
way I can, fcellnff assured that
though he may have been some
what daring in speculation, per
haps he has done nothing against
the law.

1m

Hfrx

HOOVER AND MERCHANT PRINCE MEET;
AID PHILADELPHIA CELEBRATION PLANS

GAIL

CONFERENCE ARE

Pacre Three

SOLAR SYSTEM

TO JOIN

RIVER RHINE TO

FEW

II

NUMBER

DANUBEPLAiEQ

(By The Axxorlalcd Pmi.)
Washington, Dec. 30 (by the As

soeiated Press). These are the
"loose ends'1 of tho naval limitation program remaining to be gathered up now that tho principal Issues of the negotiations are out of
the way:
1. The naval experts have
yet to
worn out detailed agreements, un

jr.-"--

t Af?s- -

If

V

V'

fU-

"",

Billion
With
Corporation
Marks Capital Has Been
Formed; Will Take Twenty Years to Build.

h7 fat' l"

-

der the capital ship settlement for

establishment of a standard ton
nago eystem of measurement; for
the replacement building that has
been agreed to; for methods of
scrapping; for determining the re
lationship of merchant fleets to
war fleets in war time, and for
prevention of warship construction
in any place or manner that would
violate tho naval holiday.
2.
France still has to formally
accept the 10,000 tons limit agreed
to be the other powers for indi
vidual warships of the auxiliary

dosses.

8.
The flist Root resolution re
International
affirming existing
law principles for regulation of Secretary of Commerce Hoover, left, and John Wanamaker, snapped
during their chat at Philadelphia.
to
be put into
submarine warfare is
final phraseology
and formally
"Make your celebration rather an exemplification of American
adopted.
4.
The second and third Root Ideals, of intangible things, than a mere manufacturing show," was the
resolutions prohibiting use of sub- suggestion of Herbert Hoover, secretary of commerce, when he admarines against merchant vessels dressed leading Philadelphia business men, there recently when plans for
under- the city's 150th anniversary were discussed. While in Philadelphia the
and making illegitimate
water warfare aji act of piracy, are cabinet member had a long talk with John Wanamaker, "merchant
or
to
be
yet
accepted
rejected by prince" of the Quaker City.
France, Italy and Japan.

6.
The complete
capital snip
agreement, the agreement on airplane carriers, the auxiliary craft
limitauon. and the resolutions fin
ally accepted regarding submarines
are to be put into a
treaty and formally signed.
five-pow- er

JOHNNY DUNDEE
FIGHTS JACKSON
TO SPEEDY DRAW
(Br The Asuoclnted Pro.)
New York,
Dec. 30. Johnny
Dundee and Willie Jackson fought
fifteen rounds to a draw in Madison Square Garden tonight; Dundee weighed 128 V4 and Jackson
son 134 Vi pounds.
The contest was hard fought with
honors even in most of the rounds.
Jackson tried hard for a knockout
but Dundee managed to ward off
many of his terrific blows.
In the fifth and Bixth rounds
Dundee landed several heavy body
blows but Willie backed into the
ropes and came back with rights
and lefts that found Dundee's extended Jaw. Dundee frequently
used his old trick of bouncing back
off the ropes, fighting as he came.
In the ninth Dundee cut Jackson's
lips and landed several hard body
blows.
Then the tide turned, Jackson
attempt
making several valiant
for a knockout by using right
hooks to the chin.

WINTER WHEAT

II

STATE SHOWS

LOIR

ACREAGE

PtCIAl DISPATCH 'O

MOHNIM4

iOUNLJ

Las Crucea, N. M., Dec. 30.
Winter wheat planted in New Mex
ico this fall and winter amounts to
only about CO per cent of the acre
age planted last fall, according to
the report of R, F. Hare, agrlcul'
tural statistician for the bureau
markets and orop estimates. His
statement follows:

(By The AmoHntrd rrraa.)
Munich, Germany, Dec. 30 (by
the Associated l'ress). A corporation with an initial capital of
1,200.000,000
marks has been organized for the construction of a
canal connecting the Rhine, the
Main and the Danube, the biggest
waterway project ever undertaken
In Europe, which
will
require
twenty years for completion.
Part of the canal, work on which
will begin on January 1, will be
built across a 1,200-foelevation,
requiring eixty locks over a stretch
of 700 kilometers. Forty power
0
plants, rapabla of developing
horso power, are to be erected,
to
2.500,000,000
furnish
designed
kilnwats of power per hour, at an
estimated
saving of 3,000,000
marks worth of coal every year.
Tho total length of the waterway
to bo created will be 3,437 kilometers and will be able to accommodate 1,500 ton ships.
Tho
rannl is designed na a
thoroughfare between the North
the Black seas with continental
connections which its promoters
believe will make it of Inestimable
value to foreign as well as domestic shipping.
The meeting nt wnicti me company was founded was attended by
representatives of every branch of
German industry.
400,-00-

GOeilTTO'

FRENCH DELEGATE

RECEIPTS AT

CORN

RENEW GONTRACT SAYS

NATION

IS

OFMINES SCHOOL PROUD DF DEBTS
(By The Associated Tress.)
Summer Contract of State
Washington, Dec. 30 (by the AsInvessociated Press.)
The case of CapSchool of Mines is
on
tain Cast ex, whoso writings
tigated and Found Sound; French submarine policy wore discussed in the naval committee of
Profiteering Charge False tho
armament conference today,

was discussed at some length

to-

According to a letter from E. II. night by M. Rarraut. head of the
Wells, president of the New Mexi- French delegation with newspaper
co school of mines, the recent de correspondents.
cision ot Director C. R. Forbes, of
"It is probably not understood In
M.
Ear rati t said,
the U. S. Veterans' bureau, to the this country,"
in
effect that the schools contract "that we have no regulations
with the government was with our naval and military services fordrawn until investigation of alleged bidding officers writing or speak-

"profiteering" has been nullined,
and the school is once more accred
ited as a training center by tlfe
The action of the Veteran s bu
reau arose Irom a report by tne
Associated 1'reas that the school
had been profiteering on the gov
ernment.
This report contained
information indicating that during
tho summer period cf training, only
were present, for
two students
whom a monthly payment of not
less than $825 was to he made, unThe
der a clause in the contract.

lutest information reveals that instead of two men, the average attendance of students at the summer
session was around nineteen, and
the average monthly cost of the individual students to the bureau was
$37.24, instead cf $412.50.
After getting the true figures,
Director Forbes cancelled his origWith regard to the
inal decision
nullification of tho contract, and
approved the special summer contract with tho school of mines.
Letters received
by Mr. Wells
from Director Forbes at Washington, and from I. M. Ristlno, acting
at Denchief of the
ver bureau, included assurances of
the renewal of the contract, and
inai a
expressions oi nfregret
the terms of the
i.
agreement should have occurred.

.,i.iinn

t

ing with complete liberty upon any
subject. Captain Castex wrote, the
article In question In a review that
expressly stated that the writers of
articles were alone responsible for
them.
"I nm amazed that so much
should have been made of so little. Members of the French delegation havo been here for two
months. Why could not those who
believed their suspicion of us have
mentioned them in private conver
sations.
We could have easily
corrected views which when held
by people in high position and dis
seminated by them, have had a deplorable effect. I do not consider
it fair play.
In his reference to the debate
today, before the naval committee,
M. Sarraut said:
"We are impatient to see a
clearing of tho atmosphere and the
disappearance of all unwholesome
Insinuations. We are given to understand (and in what terms) that
even before reconstituting onr defense forces and before thinking
of agalnu fortifying our country
against renewed devastation, we
would do well to pay our debts.
Wo feel no shame for those debts,
nor do we forget them; wo regard
them with pride as the wounded:
man his scars."

8.
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CHICAGO

BROKE ALL
YEAR

RECORDS THIS

"About 90 per cent of the winter
PACKER EMPLOYES
wheat crop of the state 18 grown GIGANTIC DIRECTORY
DISMISSED ON COURT
without Irrigation, chiefly in Cur
FRAUD IS UNCOVERED
ry, Harding, Quay, Union and ColCONTEMPT CHARGES
fax counties. As a result of lack
(By The Associated' Tress.)
of rainfall In this section during
New York, Dec. 80. A gigantic
(By Tho Associated Press.)
the fall and winter months, the
fraud, alleged by the
Denver, Colo., Dec. 30.
wheat planted to date amounts directory
office to have or contempt of court againstCharges
district
attorney's
twelve
to only 113.000 acres, or only about fleered thousand s of business men of fifty-tw- o
of 'local
employes
60 per rent of that planted
last in the United States, Canada, and packing
alleged to be on
year. Pome wheat may yet be Mexico out of $1,000,000 during strike in houses,
defiance of the law, were
planted if conditions are favorable the last thirty years, was charged dismissed today
by Judge C. J.
In January.
Most of the wheat
when indictment against Morley In the district
court.
that has been plnnted Iri these sec today,
were
five New York defendants
The twelve men were employed
tions is yet u.nsprouted. Some of made public.
Coffin
the
by
Packing and ProviIt came up, and later died from
The
charging grand sion company, which has filed no
lack of moisture. The condition of larcenyindictments,
second degree notice of wage reductions with the
the
in
all winter wheat in the state is named James II. White, John V. state industrial
commission and as
very unpromising nt this time.
Michael White, William B. a consequence held it had no Juris"For the United States, the win White,
A. liowen. All diction to hold them for contempt.
Orr
Arthur
and
ter wheat acreage- amounts to 44,- - were said to be wealthy.
Tho men quit work in sympathy
293.000 acres, which Is 98.8 per
ns outlined by with the employes
The
of other packing
cent of the revised acreage report District scheme, Benton, was for
Atorney
plants where wage reductions were
ed for last year. The condition of solicitors representing the defend announced.
tho nation's crop la 76 per cent. ants to get from merchants their
In substance, by leadrompared. with 87.9 per cent for signatures to innocent looking re ersTestimony,
of the local unions, who are
last year's1 crop at this time. The ceipts for free ooples of a trade Included
as
was that
crop is suffering for rain in Okla directory, which later came back they wers notdefendants,
of court
homar Texas, western Kansas and so altered by Insertion of a few "because they inarecontempt
not on strike."
Nebraska.
lines as to become advertising con Counsel for Trie employes contend"Returns from 28 leading wheat tracts. Rates varied according to ed the men
work Individually
producing countries of the world. the victim's financial rating, it was because they"quit
were not earning a
WITH
FIRST STEAMER
shows the 1921-2- 2
acreage of this alleged.
living wage ana tecaue they were
crop to be l9Z.noo.000, which is
advised through a national strike
GRAIN FOR RUSSIA
2,000.000 mrjrn than the average
issued at Chicago that furorder
WILL START TODAY for 1914-1- 19H1-Z- The world's produc MAN WHO GAVE NAME
ther reductions were intended."
2
in 23 Iadingeoun
tion for
William I. Rellly.'member of the
TO DENVER IS DEAD
tries was z.tum.uuo.uun bushels, or
stats industrial commission, out- -'
(Br The AmooIiKpi Prom.)
bushels increase over
lined
Washington, Dec. 30. The first 1 50,000.000
the state's angle In the con(By The Associated Press.)
steamer to carry grain for famine the 1914-1- 8 average,
Denver. Colo.. Dec. 30. Charles troversy, describing the circum
"The rye planted in the Unlte-relief in Russia purchased from
W.
92 years old. the man stances under which the employes
the congressional appropriation of States this fall is 122 per rent of who Loving.
named this city, died Christmas are alleged to have struck in violast year, or 5,184.000
planted
$20,000)00 will sail from this coun that
in
Santa Monica, Calif., of ail lation of the industrial law for not
day
Z40.000 acres. A condition of 92.2 per cent ments induced
with
try tomorrow
ace, giving thirty days notice of their
ty advanced
Is
for
1.7
this
better
crop
to
Hoover
said
by
points word of his death
bushels, Secretary
was received intention to do so.
The contempt charges followed
rilght in a letter to Senator Ken thf.n the condition of lnit year's here today by relatives.
The rye
yon of Iowa.
. an- - crop on inDecember.!.
came west with srold- - refuil of union leaders to obey a
Jjoving
Mexico
is
s
Mr. Hoover
acreage
jvew
very seeitera in 1858. They camped at mandatory- writ issued by Judge
letter was In
V t i swer to an. inquiry from the sena small.
point believed mldwav between Morley, requiring that instructions
.vvior as to tne ouying of rooasturrs
Omaha and Salt Lake City and be issued, for the men to return to
4 lor Russian relief, and described
suggested
lading a townsite. A work pending consideration of the
I the plan of operation by which all LIVPPT0W PUSHES
survey was made the following day, situation.
I the grain will be
In
this
IN
townsite included 220 acres.
purchased
Hearing of testimony consumed
rH'ARf) SHOWS TheColonel
country ana transported to ltussiu
Denver, one of the narty. all of today and; court adjurned
in American ships without any
BIG SLUMP IN YEAR asked of Loving: "What have you until tomorrow.
overhead expenses through the conamed the town?" '
We haven't thought nf a name.'1 NEBRASKA
operation of the American relief
tttr thm AnfuwIafrA Prew.)
OFFICIAL
administration.
Chicago, Dee. 30. Business In he replied, "but we might as well
The letter was accompanied by livestock In Chlratro for 1921 ag- name it after you, Colonel."
TO TAKE CUT
OFFERS
.the copy of an executive order by gregated $443,906,000, a, reduction So the little townsite was named
IN YEARLY SALARY
rresiuent warding creating a pur- of $332,085,326 from 1920 and the Denver.
chasing commission for Russian lowest Rlneo 1915. Chicago receiv
relief, which consists of Secretary ed ,16,731.800 head of llvetock DIVORCE
Lincoln. Neb.. Dec. SO. State
BUSINESS
Hoover,
Auditor George W. Marsh today an
chairman; James
p during tho year, or 999.762 head
Goodrich, Indiana; "Edward M. more than in 1920, estimating the
AT DENVER RUSHES nounced he is willing to acceptsal-a
Flesh, Missouri; Edge Rickard, last two days' receipts.
five per tent reduction In his
Chloairo
New York, and Don Livingston", naekers
ary, iprovlded other state officers
slaughtered 12.032.500
The Associated Press.) '
.
(By
v
head of livestock in 1921. fin in
Denver, Colo., Dec. 30. Business wlli do- the same. Secretary of
crease of 449.000 head over 1920. was rushing so greatly In the di State D. M. Amsberry said he Is
to Join with Auditor Marsh.
A Good ctmgfi Medicine.
of livestock from vorce court
Shipments
that an additional willing
;
The statement of Mr. Marsh
It speaks well of a cough medi- Chicago totaled 4.696,000 head for juage was today
called upon to assist came
In
connection with the procine, when druggists use It in their 921, en Increase of 651,284 head County Judge George W. Dunn.
posal at the coming extra session
Thirty-nin- e
families, in preference to any over 1920.
cases were heard.
' of
v ,.own
the legislature to reduce salarother. J. Goldsmith, druggist, Van
ies of state employes.
The legis
tthen N. Y., writes: "I have sold
"WARMEST AT OMAHA.
THIEVES STEAL SAFE.
lature is powerless to reduce salT Chamberlain's
"Cough Remedy for
Oniahn. Neb.. Dec. 80. Th venr
Denver, Colo.. Deo. 30. Bandits aries of constitutional state
years, with complete satisfaction to 1921 in Omaha has been the warm carried
away a safe containing
I have al- - est since iho weather bureau began
iyelf and customers.
350 from u. Piffglv WIceIi- - Btore
Governor MeKelvIe et the time
i V Ways
used It In mv own fumiu,
e
forty-ninKeeping records
years here today. It was the second of the calling of the session, made
,Vt
1'Oth for ordlnarv nnuihn nnrt niri
with
mean
a
ago,
of
time within a month such a rob- the suggestion that state officials.
temperature
tnd for" the coueh- - following.
ahout 56. t. The
bery had occurred at ths store. including himself, might voluntarily
rtp, and find it yerjr efficacious." in 1913 with 52.9. nojct highest wasi owners
reported,

(By Tim Associated Press.)

Chicago, lec. 20. Corn receipts
at Chicago for 1921 with the last
week estimnted, broke all records,
more
being 184,386,000 bushels, or
than than double those of 1920 and
50 000,000 bushels in excess of the
former high mark. Flour also set
a new record of 1,895,000 barrels.
Arrivals of wheat and oats were
below tho average and of barley
were tho smallest 8'nce J8.8"
Wheat receipts .were 4a,63!UUU
bushels;
bushels- oat. 82,723,000
and barley, 7,720,000 bushels.
Aggregate receipts of the five
an
grains were 324,669,000 bushels,
bushels
.of 117,632,000
increase,
over 1920 and only exceeded four
times in tho history of the Chicago
market.
Shipment of all grains for the
an
year were 207,037,000 bushels, over
increase of 62,489,000 bushels
more
last year. Corn shipments
than doubled, and oats were not
far behind, while rye and wheat
were below the average.
-

I
r.-

OFF SCHEDULE,
SAYS PROFESSOR

SEPARATE F NUi.

-

Swarlhmore, Pa., Dee.
(by thois
Associated Press.) Something
with
solar
the
wrong
system. Dr.
Ernest W. Brown, head of tho
mathematics
department of Yale
university, told members of th
American Astronomical society in
session today at Swurthmore colEither the earlh's rate of
lege.
rotation is slowing down or the
moon is moving faster. This conclusion was readied by Professor
Drown when he observed that the
days are becoming lotifrer.
This fact, long suspected and now
verified beyond reasonable doubt.
tho Yale mathematician declared.
need not bo taken into account in
the daily life of laymen because it
amounts to less than
of a second a venr. How
ever, he declared, It is decidedly an
who base
noying to men of
their calculations on the regularity
of the various units of tho solir
system. He said that he had spent
a number of years mapping the
courso of the moon for several
hundred years and had compiled n
table of the moon's orbit. But, ap
parently, the moon was not fol
lowing the schedule nnd bo throw
his mass f investigations into the
waste basket.

B

AND

I

Inde-

(By The Asoclaled TrcM.)

friends there, Ghose said:
"India is in passive revolt although the declaration of Independence which had been intended
to be declared on December 28 has
been held In abeyance.
The reason for this method of procedure is
a determination on the part of the
nationalist leaders to piace upon
the British authorities the responsibility for warfare."

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AT SANTA FE TO HOLD
ELECTION
OF OFFICERS
Santa Fe, N. M., Dee. 80. The
board of directors of the chamber
of commerce, at its meeting yesterday, adopted an amendment to the
of the body, providing for
the election of officers on the first
in January of each
Wednesday
year. The annual election meeting has heretofore been held in
April.
The secretary was instructed to
Issue a call for a meeting of the
membership on January 4, 1922. at
S:.10 o'clock in
tho evening' in
Library ball for the purpose of
the
amendment and electratifying
ing officers and a board of directors for 1922.
Action was taken at the meeting
to collect delinquent dues, and to
drop the names of those who fall
to pay their pledged amounts for
the support of tho chamber from
the membership.
by-la-

Washington, Dec. 30. Separation
from the British empire, with a
formal declaration of Independence
held In abeyance, was voted today
national congress',
by tho
mooting in Ahmedabad, according
to a cable dispatch with Sailendra
X. Chose, director of the American
commission to promote self govern
ment in India, received tonight.
Ohose oxplfined that the vote followed a decision taken Thursday,
conferring upon Mahatha Gandhi,
what were declared to be virtually
iHctntorlal powers In "the campaign
tor independence."
In a statement explaining condl-'Jon- s
In India as reported by his

Golden (Rule

(By The Assoc! "fell Trcsn.)
Fargo, N. D, Doe. 30. J.imc
Howard, president of tho American

SYore--,
SPIRIT

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

Farm Bureau federation, declared
in an address
before tlie nnnual
convention of the state federation
this afternoon that the agricultural
"bloc" in congress Is a result of the
times.
"It was organized," said President Howard, "as a crws party
group to secure for agriculture
some of the legislation necessary to
agriculture's very life. It succeeded. The last congress passed more
legislation of Interest to ngrlciilturo
than anv congress In onr history.
"Frantlo nppeals have been made
to members of blocs In both
branches of congress to 'rtand by
the party.' In other words they
say, 'If your party dnopn't wish
what your constituents want, abandon your constituents.'
"It is the constant fear In some
polltlenl quarters that the majority party will be snlit nsnniW by
the agricultural 'blot-.- ' This fear If
ungrounded for a close analysis of
the 'bloc' action will show that tho
members are Interested In econom-- l
and
ics of the present situation
are not playing polities, but are!
true to the farm bureau gospel."

NVENT ORY SALE

easona
Women's Footwear
reduced to

I

Iv

MARINES GUILTY OF
SLAYING POLICEMEN
(By The

TreM.)

Whether you seek style, comfort, economy or a
combination of all three, you will find what you
want in these wonderful Shoe Bargains, valued
up to $9.50.

Women's Strap Slippers and Oxfords, of calfskin
or kid, in brown and tan; Louis, Baby Louis,
military and low heels.
rftrf Ajf
Real Specials, for
tpD.tO
Women's patent, kid and calfskin, in black; Louis,
h
heels.
Baby Louis and
Especially priced, at

nrf
(JrDslt)

one-inc-

If you are in need of Low
Shoes, we no doubt have
your style and your size in
our special lot of $9.50
Shoes for

$5.95

FUNERALS

Listen to Reason

Elena Balencln,
BALKNCIA
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Delflnio
Balencla, died yesterday morningat the family residence, 1317 South
Second street, after a short illness.
A private funeral was held at 3
o'clock. Interment was at San
Jose cemetery. Garcia and Sons
were in charge.
The remains of NelREEVES
son Reeves, who died at his resistreet
South Arno
dence on
Wednesday afternoon, was shipped
on train No. 2 yesterday afternoon
to Enon, Pa., accompanied by tho
widow. C. T. French was in charge
of

Elf

pendence is Held in Abeyance; Country in State of
Passive Revolt.

FARM BUREAU HEAD
PRAISES WORK OF
AGRICULTURAL BLOC

j

DEATHS

T 5

Formal Declaration of

Manaugua,
Nicaragua. Doc, 30
l'ress). The,
(by the Associated
American marines who have been
on trial before a naval tribunal
composed of officers from the
United States cruiser Galveston, In
FORBES SAYS DENVER
with a clash there with
connection
HOSPITAL IS CARING
the Nicnraguan police, have been
guilty of tho slaying of three
FOR SiCK SOLDItriS found
Nicarnguan policemen. They naveto ten years imprissentenced
been
(By The Associated Press )
onment at hnrd labor.
Director
30.
Dec.
Washington,
bureau
Forbes of the Veterans'
made publio tonight a lettercom-to SOCIAL DEMOCRATS
national
Colonel MneNider,
TRIUMPH IN MEXICO
mander of the American legion, In
hospiwhlh he declared that the men
in
(By The Aorl:ili d Tress.)
talization of former service
Mexico City, Dec. 30 (by the AsDenver wa Just the opposite C.given
J. sociated Presw.) The social demoin reported statements of
cratic bloc of the Mexican congress
Harris, director of service for the triumphed over
the liberal conlP
the
m""' Harris, Colonel Forbes said, stitutionalist Party today In
of members for tho perwas reported as saying the situa election
manent
commission
will
which
m
tion in Denver was neyonn had
legislate during the recess of concontrol of tho authorities, who
regress. The social democrats
raise
to
J4,,0U
asked the legion
ceived 122 votes to the 11 S cast
for relief measures.
for
liberal
constitutionalists.
the
tvio vituKlmtnnns general hospi
tal in Denver on December 15, Col
Journal Want Ads bring results. c
im
onel Forbes added, was caring 450
658 patients and there were
'
it
unoccupied beds, from which with
will be seen that the situation
respect to hospitalization of our
beneficiaries is Just the opposite
to that reported by Mr. Harris.'

arrangements.

The funeral of DoChaves, who died last
Thursday evening at his residence 8
will be hold, this morning at
o'clock from the family residence.
Burial will bo at San Carlos cemc- tery. Crollott will be in charge.
CHAVES

W

ITH the wisdom of a sage, Poor Richard said: "If
you will not hear Reason, she will surely rap your;

knuckles."

minion N.

Crecenelano Lueern.
LTJCERO
nt
aged S4 years, died suddenly
the residence of his brother-in-laEleseo Chaves, after a few
minutes illness from heart trouble.
Mr. Lucero was a blacksmith and
had a shop at South Second street.
He is a member of the Fraternal
Aid Union. Coronado Lodge 907.
Ho Is survived by Mrs. Lucero, one
son and five daughters. The body-wa-s
taken to Crollott's funeral parlors, pending funeral

'

South-Dakota-

BOM VOTES TO

(By The Associated Tress.)

Car Belonging to Driverless
Ford Company Located at
Socorro in Possession of
Local Boys.

4
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CHACON Miss Josephine Chn-coaged 15 years, died last nteht
at her parents' home, 1808 West
Mountain Road, from typhoid fever. She is survived by her parents,
three sisters and two brothers.
The body was taken to Crollott's
funeral parlors, pending funeral

arrangements.

TUBERCULOSIS
hm poiltlv
able to cur
tuberculosis by InntUU'iD
in tny climate.
Pur further Informatloi
addrew THE) T F. OI.ASs
Dr. Olara
proof h
is

The advertising you find in this paper is 100 per cent
reason. Ignore its messages, and you neglect opportunity,
overlook vital information and put yourself in a way to
get your knuckles severely rapped. Heed them, and you
cannot fail to profit.
Sometimes, the advertisements k'eep you from making
an unwise purchase by pointing out the reasons why one
article suits you better than another.
'And always they identify for you goo'ds of unquestioned value. When a store or. manufacturing concern puts
its name on goods and tells you about them, you may be

sure that they are worth consideration. It does not pay to
advertise merchand oe that is not good.

INHALANT
CO., MASON
LOS ANGEBTTILDINO,
LES CAUFOB.NIA,

v

AHHH
tl the
BLADDER
I

Each Can,U
won name

WID'

It's worth while to heed the voice of
Read the advertisements!
reason.

1
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ELECTRICAL "SCREEN" ITANDICAPS COMMUNICATION WITH MARS

FREIGHT RATES

01
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New Order. Affecting Albu
querque, Is Received Here
By Cameron; uraer
About Jan. 1.
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Bout
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and Bony
Take Place
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15 Round
Kid

Lee

Galiardy to
Armory

at the

Kid Lee, champion colored lightweight, will meet Bony Galiardy,
the fighting Italian, in a
bout at the armory January 6. The
card will also Include a
go between Youna; Jim Flynn and
Frankle Dean, and one or more
preliminaries. Dan Padilla Is promoting the card, which, aside from
promising well, la bringing two
newcomers to the city
for the entertainment of the lbcal
fans.
Ktd Lee and Frankle Dean are
both under the management of
Ed West, formerly manager of the
Colorado Springs School of Physi
cal culture. West arrived here
yesterday and hia boys are expect
ed today. They will Immediately
start training at Moose hall, Fans
are invited to drop In each after
noon and look the boys over.
The bout between Galiardy ana
Kid Lee came as a slight surprise
to a number of local fans who
know that Padilla was making an
attractive offer to Frank Herrera,
of Trinidad, to corns down for fifteen rounds with Lee, but somehow Herrera continued to sidestep the match. As the opportunity to have such a boy as Kid Lee
box in the city does not come every
day, Dan started negotiations with
top-not-
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Padilla
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According to recent orders
ceived here liy W. A. Cameron,
and passenger
traveling freight
a
agent for the Santain Fe railroad,
reduction
freight rates
decided
on carload lots of certain commodities is announced.
on grain ana
The reductions
have been published
grain products
to become effective on December
27, except between points west ot
Albuquerque, which will become
January 7.
The rates are to continue in efsays,
fect for six months, the order comand will include the following
modities when shipped in carload

LAUDS

L III

VL1

r

GALIARDY

EDGE

t

t

ASCRUtt SURCHMCfrf.
WITH COUHTi.3
C.'to,

MI1XI0M9 Ol VOLT!
l0Butter, cheese, eggs, poultry, cotton and cotton llnters, cotton seed
and seed hulls, tobacco (unmanu-or Diagram shows the scientific idea of the "electrical screen" about the earth and the dust wavea containingcharged particles.
factured), fruits, vegetables, wool
mohair in grease.
sisted In his efforts to communiA million horsepower station
plaining the phenomenon by ths
The reductions also apply to catsheep and
cate with the Martians by a myssupposed presence of conducting
with short waves is necessary to
tle, horses, mules, hogs,that
lu
the
order
says
layers of electrically charged
goats. The
terious agency is the belief of
reach the "ears" of the inhabion livestock win
per cent reduction
particles floating many miles
Prof. J. Fleming, noted British
of Mars if there be any
not interfere with the 20 per cent tants
above
the earth. It is thought if
-- throuRh
who declares that wireelectric screen
the
scientist,
reduction already made.
these
particles could be utilized
to
with
regard
state,
The orders
around the earth, according to
less signals, traveling great disto condust wireless waves, sigin carloads,
rates on hay and wheat
tances, are strongpr than those
Sigtior Marconi, father of the
nalling to Mars might b
which are reduced so that they
wireless. That man may be as
traveling shorter distances, ex
will not exceed the rates that were
in effect on August 25, 1920, by
more than the following:
her part unawaro of the danger
Between points in the mountain
she was in.
per cent be- I
1
Pacific group, 12 western
Ono of tho members of the comDUCK UNO
Theaters Today
group,
tween points in the under docket
pany who was watching the prowhere the increase
20
cedure,
exclaimed:
cent,
40
per
suddenly
per
parte74 was
tne
"li"' Theater Repealing today "Look! Miss Calhoun is being carcent- between other points in becent;
for the last time, "The Money ried out to sea!" Bhe had reached HUNTERS SHOULD
Pr
western group, 17 moun
ain
l
1'athe picture, but pro a spot where the waveB were extween points in the in the west- Maniac," aLeonce
duced by
.Ferret; also re ceptionally high and the white
group and points
caps were tearing over her canoe.
ureen-fc.ye- a
peating the two-re"Jietty's
ern, 10 3 per cent.
m
"We must rescue her or she will
comedy, in
Monster," a
The rates on coarse grains
bo drowned!"
above
exclaimed another
the
star.
of
is
tlio
Ostriche
all
Muriel
LICENSE
which
carloads, between
ThcnU'r For the. last time player. "See! The waves are fillmentioned points, will be made 10
Lyric
her canoe!"
new rates
tha
ing
than
the
is
Calhoun
less
at
Alii'O
cent
per
tn the today,
Two male members of the cast
Web," a
Special attention is called will
be Lyric in "The Matrimonial
their shoes and coats and 1921 State Hunting License
fact that the reductions percentVltagruph picture; also repeating threw off
"Just in leaped into tho surf, but Miss Calthe two-reby applying as
comedy,
brought about to
they Time,' with "Snooky, the Human-zee,- " houn, sensing the danger, called
the rates
Expires Tonight; Migra
age advances
to them to stay where they were.
in the title role.
were in effect as of August 25. 1920,
Water-Fomay
Season
that
"1
can
tory
reductions
the
she
manage
canoe,"
therefore any
Pastimo Theater Sessue Ilayaoubse-querates
in
the
made
a
replied.
And,
been
taking
paddle,
1.
Until
film
have
the
star,
Japanese
kawa,
Open
be
great
February
will
guided the craft out of
to August 25, 1920,
today for the last skilfully
in publishing is at the Pastime in
the danger zone. It was a beautiful
taken into account
"Where
the
time,
starring
Duck and geese hunters who Inwork and won praise from tend
ihe reductions, which will become Light Are
also repeating piece of saw
to enjoy the sport for the reall
who
her
deed.
the
effective on or about January l. Clydo Cook uw;"
perform
in "The Toreador."
Tho story gives the star ample mainder of tills season should pro1922
vide themselves with the 1922 huntand hay
opportunity to illustrate her coo!,
The reductions on wheat with
an TKRIIXS AXI) ST'SPEXSR
level headedness and her ability as ing licenses as the present ones exIn compliance
MOXHY .11 A.MAC,"
"TIIK
IX
The
commerce
tonight.
pire at midnight
Srdeof the interstate
LAST T1MK TODAY AT "D" an actress, capablo of playing any duck and geese season extends unot role and emerging
typo
commission in its docket n imbei
from
til February 1.
on
22 929. which is to be effective
"The Money Maniac," the Lconce each production with laurels.
Tho new licenses were received
or' about January 1. 1922.
Perret-I'ath- o
In the city yesterday and hunters
feature shown yester- HAYAKAWA AT BEST IV
who expect to shoot New Years day
day at tho "It" and being repeated
"WHKISM J.KiilTS AUK LOW"
or Monday should obtain the liMANY SOLOISTS APPEAR
LAST TT.UU AT PASTIME censes
today for the last time, sweeps Its
todny. Usual license dealMETHODIST
of
f'.ood
tide
on
a
AT
audiences
along
TONIGHT
ers have supplies of the new cards
In
Never
the
a
not
silent
of
misses
melodrama that
single
ready for distribution today.
WATCH NIGHT SERVICE chance to thrill you or keep you drama has therehistory
been a player
next
in
its
kink
as
the
whose
to
dramatic ability has caused
who will guessing
The names of those
such widespread comment and adnumbers at the plot.
immetinder
render musical Methodist
The
way
gets
plot
miration
as the popular Japanese-America- n STUCK PRODUCERS
church
Central Avenue
diately with tho striking ot un oil
star, Sessue Hayakawa.
watch night service tonight are as gusher in Texas. This lmd had whose most
recent production,
emito
fnltnws:
five
been
KID IEE,
Jointly
granted
T.v Charles Mc- grants who had leased the property "Where Lights Are Low," will be
Vocal
Colored light wciirlit champion
toat
screened
the
Pastime
theater
numis.
a
certain
Mrs.
to
in
sale
Keen,
who will meet llony Cinliardy in a
subject
ELECT
the last time.
Olive Harden and Mrs. Elizabeth ber nf vears. and ci:no their sepa dayAs for
l.v round bout at Uie armory Jan
is struck the a student of the drama from
The
rate
ways.gusher
uary 6.
ho was a young man In
tlmo
Bunn
auc
Miss
Marart
the
eolos,
before
Piano
just a few months
tion and one of the live snarenuiu-rr- . Japan until he graduated from the
and Miss Norma 'Williams.

GEESE'

-

fee

Uli?

(By The Associated FrMi.)

Washington, Deo. 80 (by the As
Bsnator Edge,
sociated
Press.?
republican, New Jersey, in a statement today declared that If the
conference accomWashington
plishes "no more than to put a real
barrier before possibilities of war
between four powerful nations, it
has scored a success." Senator
Edge's statement In defense of
what has been done by the conference was prompted, It was explained, because of criticism "bethe
ing made by some members ofconsenate." The senator said the
considference had accomplished
erable and that the good done
should not be forced Into the background because ot criticism of
"some men in public life."
Senator Edge said that, In his
judgment "the conference will go
down as establishing principles
which will accomplish more In
preventing wars and reducing governmental expenditures than any
previous effort In the history of
the world. If the conference has
furnished a means of cancelling
e
the
alliance, he
added, "which we have always
considered Inimical to our Interests In the Pacific, and It has, it
has scored a success; if it contributes to reducing burdensome
taxes, and It does. It has scored a
success; If it provides proper recognition by other nations of our
own rights In Hawaii, Guam, tho
Philippines, and It does, it has
scored a success." The senator
concluded
his
statement with
"Why not join in the acclaim?
Don't lead the

WI-31-

t
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POPULAR MOVIE

mms

ABOUT

University of Chicago, he hn.- followed the teachings and work ot
the speaking stage's greatest ex
ponents and has become during the
last two years ono of the most fin
ished screen actors In the world.
"Where Lights Are Low" Is an
Pictures production and nothing has been spared In the way of
money and labor to make it the
very best vehicle in which tho famous star has ever appeared.
It
was based upon the story "East Is
East," from the facile pen of Lloyd
Osborne, who learned the technique
of story writing when a young man
from his famous
Robert Louis Stevenson.
"Where
Lights Are Low" unfolds a story of great dramatic
power and gives Mr. Hayakawa
Just the sort of role to which he
can devote his whole being. He
interprets the part of a young Japanese prince about whose love affairs nnd adventures a most engrossing tale has been fashioned.
It Is filled with intensely dramatic
moments and leavened by a touch
of romancn that is a sheer delight.
During the coming season Mr.
through
Hayakawa will release
Pictures corporation tho greatest productions of his career. The
stories in which he will appear
have been selected with tho utmost
care not only with regard to the
parts available for Mr. Hayakawa
but also with respect to plot and
heart Interest.
-
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Tho flint
line
ot
the National
ot
directors
board
(By The Aoolnle

rV,lnrn

MOCK 1 TOUUl Fia

HKBUCIUUIIU

IIICCL- -

here today elected officers as
G.
follows:
John
President,
Brown, Monon, Ind.; vice president. C. E. Collins, Kit Carson,
Ing

r,

step-fathe- r,

14c

b.

4-o-

z.

4-l-

b.

SUGAR
Beet Sugar,
Beet Sugar,
Cane Sugar,

16-l-

$1.00

bs

100-lb-

$6.10

s

100-lb-

$6.30

s

SOAP
Pearl White Soap,

25

bars.-.--

....

.

Ivory Soap, large, bars
Ivory Soap, small, 14 bars
P. & G. Naptha Soap, 17 bars
8

.$1.00

..$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

BROOMS
A Good Broom
A Better Brocm
The Best Broom in town

."

ANY ONE CAN WIN
PIN TOURNEY

T'

Perseverance Js what will win
the "Y" pin bowllnir tournament
halnir mtatraA tMa woabwhich
Three prizes consisting of bowling
he Briven the inn nntch.
will
tickets
ers at the close of the meet.
The tournev Is of a decidedly
new type. The man who knocks
down the flrffltet Tinmhor et nlna
during the week wins. There Is no
nmit to tne numoer or games he
can play. That depends upon his
endurance and his pocket book.

80c-

.:

84c
99c

MILK
Carnation Milk, tall
...IIV2C
.$5.50
Carnation Milk, case
10c
Armour's Milk, tall
$4.75
Armour's Milk, case
9c
Hebe, tall can
.$4.25
Hebe, tall cam, case
BUTTER
48c
Meadow Gold Butter, pound
Cloverblcom Butter, pound ...v.... 45c
45c
Brookfield Butter, pound
27c
Nutola Margarine, pound

1

SCHOONER "WRECKED.

North Sidney. N. S.. Dee. 30.
The schooner Defender, from Hall- fax to Port Aux Basques, N. F., with
's
general cargo, went ashore on
Ledge late last night, and will
be a total Iobs. The crew landed
Pet-rie-

.........

safely.

FRATERXITY
ELECTS.
Raleigh. N. C, Dec. 30. John C.
Harris of Dallas, Tex., was re
elected national president of the
Delta Sigma Phi faternlty today at
its seventeenth annual convention

BREAD
Figola Bread, fresh twice daily. .
loaf
Cream Crust Bread,

here.

22-o-

. .

8c

.1

15c

z.

POTATOES
You can buy Potatoes for less than we
paid for the ones we now have. But you
can not buy the same quality of potatoes
for less than we sell them to you. A new
car i3 being unloaded today. Our price
25c
10 pounds for
100 pounds for
$2.25
S. & H. GREEN STAMPS

Galiardy which were successfully
completed yesterday.
Lee will give Oallardy several
pounds, but West, who has had
charge of the colored champion
for some time, Is quite' willing to
make the concession. Exactly what
Galiardy's speed amounts to Is still
a question In the city, as he had
it over Jim Flynn so much In their
bout here a few days ago that he
was not forced to exert himself.
He made an enviable boxing record
In the United Btates navy during
the war and claimed the welter
championship.
Topnotehers such aa Joe Rivers,
Otto Wallace,
Stanley Toakum,
Johnnie Noye, Munk Fowler and
Benny Garcia have come off sec
ond best against Kid Lee, who has
thirty-on- e
knockouts) to his credit
out of his last fifty-tw- o
fights. He
is a finished boxer and hli record
shows that he packs a sleep producer In either mitt.

mm

It's "Rich and Mellow"

ie

CUTICURA

WOHEfrS BOOTS

GRIFFITH ACCLAIMED HERO BY IRISH FOR TREATY STAND

well-know-

comee-forwar-

v4;V;"ir

:3r

ill ifAUIf'

i
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"v'

to-d-

ft-
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.GCGLATE

Sell

WSM

COFFEE

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Products

We
Sell

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED V

Still another Californlan, In the
person of Jacob Abraham, of 231
South Hill fit.. Los Aneeles. nonu
n
lar and
moving picture
with his un
actor,
qualified endorsement of Tanlac
Mr. Abraham takes prominent
character parts in the famous Ince
Studios at Culver City, and has a
large following of admirers among:
the moving: picture patrons every
where. His experience with Tanlac
will be read with wide interest.
"It was beginning to look like
I would have to quit work," he
said, "and give up acting altogether, but since taking Tanlac I eay
' unreservedly that
I never felt better In my life.
"I was in such bad health I
could hardly work and hadn't been
able to eat a good meal in over a
year. Nothing tasttd good. In
fact I had no appetite. My back
ached awfully and my left side
7 '
hurt continuully. I was constipated
fe i
LA
.
and so extremely nervous that If
7
the telephone rang I would Jump
like I had been shot at. My head
"
of..
ached a great deal, and on several
occasions I turned dizzy all of asud-de- n
and fell right In my tracks. I
consulted specialists and tried all
kinds of medicine's, but nothing
z
Sri-t tff reached my case.
"Finally I made up my mind to
s;lve Tanlac a trial, and from the
very first dose I began to Improve
I am in as good health
and
as I ever enjoyed In my life. My
to
fine, I sleep sound and
appetite
have gained In weight. To put It
In a few words, I feel fine. Some
of rny work requires great alertCrowds cheering Arthur Griffith in Dublin recently.
ness and quickness, but 1 am more
stand
Great Britain, in favor of the vent ratification of the pact In
The determined
of
active than ever."
Tanlac Is sold In Albuquerque by Arthur Griffith, originator of the
treaty and the futile attempt of the dail eireann has made Grifthe Alvarado Pharmacy and by all Sinn Fein and chairman of the
fith the popular hero in Ireland,
President de Valera of the
other leading druggists everywhere.! signers of the peace treaty with "Irish republic" to alter or pre-- oispiacjug ae valera.
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Values ....$3.98
Values
$4.50 Values ...'.$2.98
$2.49
$3.50 Values
Odds and Ends.. $1.98

CLEARAN
HIGH
SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

etc

LOW
SHOES

Value, new suede
and pattern Sally strap
$4.98

$6.00
$5.00

Values ....$3.98
Values ....$3.49

$4.50

Value?

$3.00

Values ....$1.98

$2.98

MISSES AND CHILDREN'S SHOES

OF

SHOE IN THE HOUSE

ALL

SIZES

$3.98
$5.00 Values . . . .$3.49
$3.50 Values ....$2.49
$3 00 Values ' ' $1,98

$2.50 Values
$3.00 Values

WOMEN'S $10.00 BOOTS
Suedes
Brown
and
Black
Kid
Ktisslan
...
Call

$3.50 Values

Military

$4.00 Values

Cubnn
Sport

;

$6.00 Values

and

....$1.69
....$1.98
....$2.49
....$2.98
....$3.98

Baby

French
Heels

RUBBERS

ALL WIDTHS

.
$1.0!")

Values ....$2.85
Values ....$2.49
J3.00 Values ....$1.98
$2.50 Values . . . .$1.69

Values Women's

jbers ... . .,,69c
Miz: :s rubbers ;. . .59c
Child's rubbers , . .49c
Men's rubbers . .,98c
Boy's best rubbers 79c

$4.00
$3.50

kuffers,
.?$
all sizes . .

,.. .$4.98

GENT'S SHOES

THE BEST AND EVERY

Including

$8.00 Values
$6.00 Values

SHOES

BOYS' AND LITTLE

YOUR CHOICE

$8.00

pumps

MISSES', BOYS',

TODAY AND ALL NEXT WEEK.

WOMEN'S LOW

'S

SALE

1...

:.--

301 NORTH

FIRST ST.

rAdV.

1

oz

R-- C

CE

i

4--

Pillsbury's Buckwheat Flour,
17c
package
43c
Pillsbury's Pancake Flour,
pkg.
Health
Bran, package . . 17c
Pillsbury's

secretary-treasureE. H.
Cunningham, lies Moines, la. The
executive
officers constitute the
committee.
Requests to establish terminal
commission associations and the
FOR HAIR AND SKIN
Allied Stockcr and Feeder comFor promoting and maintainpanies, were received from ChicaBufgo, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
ing beauty of skin and hair
falo, Pittsburgh and Detroit.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
will
Tho directors
Investigate
are unexcelled. Cuticura Talconditions surrounding each marcum is an ideal powder, re
ket during the next thirty days,
and If the business of the market
freshing and cooling to most
and the attitude of the producers
delicate skins.
NOTICE
warrant It, tho association will or,
StafltlukrrMtiTlua. AMmc'CiUnnUb-rmMrlMAfter this date I will not be re
It
ganize terminal
Ifcpt 1B0, Mftldsa 4I.MU1 hold er
Hoapge. Ointmmit 2b arul&c. Talcum a6c.
was announced.
sponsible for any bills contractMSV Cuticuf Soap ahmwmm without M..
The board of directors and the ed by my wife.
officials are serving during the oris. D. KIFP.
ganization period without compensation.
The Producers' Livestock commission, association, national stock
yards, Illinois, will open for
business on January 2, 1922. This
Is tho first of the terminal commission associations to be organized according to the plan of the
The Blenheim spaniel got i'l Farmers'
Livestock,
Marketing
ot Fifteen of the
name from Rlenholm palace wliero Committee
$6.00
the dog first gained popularity in American Farm Bureau Federaall
the time of the great Duke of tion. H. E. Pike, formerly on the
$3.49 of WOMEN'S, MENS,
$5.00
Denver market, Is the manager.
Marlborough.

Colo.;

ftV&"

package

-

Lewis B.
Mrs.
erecdv for wealtH. plots to
Accompanists,
W il- secure control of the property and
Thompson and Miss Norma
all the money from its sale.
liaviolln solo. Miss Dorothy Cam- - receive
Aside from the interest of tne
storv. which
many thrills
"rThe musical numbers will be in- and moments presents
of suspense, as well as
numbers
romance,
a
with
dual
in
literary
interest
heart
terspersed
thrre In that of the scenery. One
under the direction of Mrs.
does not need to be told that Mr.
Wolfe.
Perret actually staged "The Money
Maniac" in the locations ral'ed for.
STORES WILL REMAIN
It is vcrv evident that the Thames
IN
MONDAY
ON
s the Thames and that the Pyre
CLOSED
tnose oeauuiui
nees are really
OBSERVANCE
! NEW
YEAR
mountains cf Kpaln.
The cast is all that omilfl Be ne- All of the store in the city are slred.with Robert Elliott, HenryEu-G.
to remain closed Monday. The Sell, Lucy Fox, Marcva Capri,
gene Rreon and Ivo Dawson giving
day after New Year's will be made some
splendid characterizations.
a holiday in observance of the
on
business
of
recess
usual holiday
the first day of the incoming year. AUPFI CAT.HOI'V RTSK3
1,1 F TO MtKK KCKXE IX
This is made necessary because
"THE MATRIMONIAL
of the New Year's arrival on .Sunday.
During the making of "The Matrimonial Web." which will be
TREATY IS FAVORED.
'
Dublin, Dec. 30 (by the Associa- shown at the I yrlc theater today
Resolutions
for
the last time, motion picture
favoring
ted Press).
ratification of the peace treaty be- patrons nearly lost a favorite or
tween Great Britain and Ireland the screen. During the filming or
were adopted today by the county one of the scenes for the produccouncils of Meath and Monaghan tion the star, Alice Calhoun, is seen
In
and the Limerick chamber of
battling agaim-- an outgoing tldo
Director Edward Jor-a canoe.
tide
as
the
filmed this action Just
at Huntington, L. L, where many
of tho scenes of tho picture were
taken, had reached the flood ami
had started to retard. They worked
for a considerable time and no
one observed how rapidly Miss Calhoun and her canoo were bein'?
carried out to sea. The brave little
star, who does not know the
meaning of tho word fear, played

TO

b.

OFFICERS

.
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DEMONSTRATION
Pillsbury's Pancake Flour
Wheat Cake
Health Bran
Pillsbury'a Buckwheat Flour
Pillebury's Pancake Flour,

Anglo-Japanes-

kill-joys-

YOUR

t

T
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ami Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS
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Bi LACRA
Saturday.
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At various times I have talked
steamlns
that I do
not aDDrove of it In moderation,
s I wrote the other day. I do
not approve of steaming the face

against face
tothatmuch
many readers think

?

time, nor holdlngthe face over
The mild and
vf very hot steam.

-

g

1'

.V

'

' 3

'

Iew Wallnce chapter.

D. A

i
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R. E. H.: A girl 1 years old 5
ft. 4 in. should weigh about 129
pounds.
'
Mary R. R.: Tour dally face
treatment Is a good ordinary
cleansing treatment but If you
have blackheads around the nosi
you will have to use a little more
than soap and water. Tou can
use the cleansing cream you have
and wash with hot water and
soap or you canalise the blackhead
V 4
i:-- ttp.
cleansing powder, a formula for
which appears from time to time
A bad complexion Is luird to clour. In this g column.
does, Indeed, effect
sensible method of wringing an the complexion. No one can have
old towel from hot water and Indigestion and a clear and healthy
Miss Florence Eober.
The combination
of half
holding this over the skin I think skin.
On a moderate salary, is it posIs quite as effective In opening peroxide and half ammonia Is an
the pores. There Is no danger of excellent bleach for hairs on the sible to pull out from under a
drying the skin too much or of upper Hp.
landlord's grip on a pay envelope
and yet walk to the office every
morning? "No," says the average
rent payer. "Tes," say the forty-on- e
moderately salaried business
and professional women of the
Beekman Hill
assoBy JANE pnELPS ciation and point with pride to
their very own apartment house In
New Tork City into which, after
extensive alterations and an IndiJOAN WRITES OP MARTHA
tremely thoughtful woman. .
.
In consequence of these attrib- vidual outlay of from $1,000 to
1IARDT.
utes she was much sought after, $2,000, they are now moving.
Behind Us immaculate
marble
and Mrs. Walters predicted a very
Chapter 53.
gray stucco exterior lie not only
Margaret would have felt rather gay winter for her protege, as she spick
three-rooand
span
apartlonely In spite of her pleasure In laughingly dubbed Margaret.
One morning Margaret was ments with kitchens and roomy
new
and
in
home
freedom,
her
her
y.
at monthly rentals that are
J had it not been for Janet Walters reading one of Joan's forwarded closets,
to decrease
but a demon- -'
whom she laughingly called: "her letters, a letter full of schoolgirl stratlon of yearly,
how with pluck and
and
Joan's
gossip,,
philosquaint
valve."
afety
self - supporting
concerning people and things, determination,
Janet had kept her promise and ophy
women By pooling their savings
the telephone rang.
Introduced
Margaret to many when
have
achieved
the seemingly im"Come over to tea this aftercharming people in a series of din- noon,
I have some people I want possible.
ners she gave for her. Margaret
It waa only the pooling of their
to meet coming in." It was
reciprocated as soon as social us- you
- savings (at the rate of a thousand
Walters. who spoke, and beage permitted and at the expira- Mrs.
dollars
.
.
r lion It
n
apiece if one apartment was
4
.Ul
tion of a month felt she had be- to
two poop!e "r, two hou
receive such an Invitation Mar- - ?h"ll(Ll)y
come In a sense one of a small but
sand when one was taken
alone)
men tan, il nu,t1,n(.
,
elect coterie.
.
tv.
retUrnIn
8ht
t0 -- a a'Heratlo'ns of' the houses Tow
Her dinners were the delight
fend despair of the women she enconverted Into an lmnressive-loo"I do so vant you to know some lng apartment
Hannah's delicious
tertained.
house with AmeriCooking made them envious, while of my new friends, Mumsle," she can basement entrances. Thirty-fou- r
Margaret's skill as hostess wai In- wrote, "they are dears! you might
with white woodclined to make them jealous. To not approve of some of their Ideas work apartments
and
and such speeffset this was their appreciation but that Is because you have Jived cial featuressunlight
as
two drawing
Of the food, and their pleasure In the constricted life of the small rooms for general-ws- the
e
ani gardens
town.
fhelr artistio surroundings.
Were you in New York at the base of the immense
Margaret was, as we have said, where people live every minute of courtway, It was explained. green
finished musician, although, up the time, you would better underThe Investment is entirely and
to this time her music had been stand. I shall bring, at least, one solely that
of the
kept up mainly to encourage Joan. of the girls home with me for the
who
the properNow she was thankful as she could Christmas
vacations.
Martha ty and control it Inshare
an absolute raOften give pleasure to her guests. Hardy, She is a rampant socialist tion of
and
voting
as well as help any hostess enter but very clever and charming. She Only resident members Investment.
eligible
tain.
makes such girls as JJortense for membership and no are
one Is perBridge she had learned to play Thompson and Gloria Freeman mitted
to own more than four hunexpertly. And while rather indif seem very young and uninterest- dred shares.
ferent to cards, she never refused ing. I am still fond of Gloria and
to take a hand but graciously Hortense, but I often wonder if 1
Joined any game when asked. In could endure their chit-chCOST
after ELECTRICITY
other ways too she endeavored to being with brainy girls like Mar- LOWERED IN VEGAS
never hanging back when tna. Martna Isn't pretty, but she
, please
ijt,'
any pleasuring was proposed; but Is very clever looking. Of course
''"(''
to Hie Journal.)
entering into everything with a she wears her hair bobbed. You (Special
est which added immensely to remember I had decided to let
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. SO. AfFor the world mine grow long when I left home ter a year and a half of electricity
popularity.
'lyher
over It is the man and woman who but after meeting
the girls and at 20 cents a kilowatt, the rate has
ready, who make no excuses, finding that most of the really been reduced to 18 cents, on action
are popular.
clever ones wear bobbed hair I de by the city council. A surcharge
In other ways too she did not cided I would
mine short: of i cents, voted In
hold back as she Used to do. Her Martha says longkeephair needs so 1920, on the ground thatSeptember,
the comcalls were returned promptly. much attention; It takes the time pany needed the increased revenue
Little amenities of life that here- one had better devote to Improving to meet the high cost of operation,
tofore had escaped her notice be- the mind and studying economic has been removed. Aldermen recause of her absorbtlon in Joan's conditions of the world.
Yon marked that wages had come
affairs now received attention. She should hear her talk about capital down, and they thought it was
soon was remarked upon as an ex ana laDor, now capital grinds It.- time for other things, including
bor Into the dust.
One forgets light, to take a descent.
she is Just a girl and remembers
what
she
only
says. I only hope
that some time I may be able to
talk as cleverly on the same subject. I am going to take up the
Biuny or social conditions, the ele
vation or tne laborer, the equals
ing of all.
"I wonder if you forgot to send
the cookies last week. I missed
them dreadfully, so did Martha.
with whom I share them.
Tell
Hannah to make a double quantity
una wdbr iu maHS up.
"Now goodbye. Mumsta.
Don't forget to tell me all you do
ana it you nave any company.
"Fondly, Joan."
A
and Conklum!"
Socialist,
Margaret laid down the letter
laughing heartily. What a mix.
ture Joan was.
:
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DESIRE FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION SWEEPS
THROUGH THE ORIENT

Over-eatin-

(By The Assoclnted FrrM.)
Chicago, Dec. 30. A desire

for
Is
higher education
sweeping over the orient; tho girls
ot India, China and Japan are ask
for
ing for a! better preparation
life, according to Mrs. Murray
of
Tenchlng college,
Frame,
Peking, who has Just completed a
tour of the United Slates In the
interest o better education for
woman In the orient.
Within the laft few years, seven
colleges for women have made
their beginning in the Far Kast,
according to Mrs. Frame. Five, of
them are arts colleges and two
medical, she states.
woman's

THE NEW GENERATION

'
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The Food Drink
That Suits Everyone
;" old and young,
the well and the ill.
It is not artif-

icially

flavored,

but, having the
delicious, natural
flavor and aroma
of high-grad- e
cocoa beans of
which one never
tires, may be used
at every meaL
ALTER BAKER & CO., LTD.
".
tiUiliihti tjSo
III
A

0

V

CHESTER,

fttkUt

MASSACHUSETTS

af C-M- Ktctfa ml fif.

VEGAS MAYOR STARTS
CAMPAIGN
AGAINST
DISREPUTABLE PLACES

Jf

AK

i

states, "students
U'eklng) collope

Jelly-Pean-

Sole TlUl&u
V

1- -2

Ralsln-Pean-

Butter

ut

1-

hnrd-holle-

d

nck'a "The Bluebird,' in Chi
nese, through which they raised
$1,500 for the sufferers. Then a
small group were excused temporarily from college and went out
into the nearest famine regions to
investigate. They found such numbers of poor little girls, either deserted to die, or about to be Bold
by their desperate parents Into a
life of shame, that they begged the
to
uho of two Buddhist temples
serve as a haven.
There they
famtwo
hundred
over
for
cared
ine victims through the long wino
ter months, other girls In tho
securing money and clothing,
In
two
and coming
weeks
relays for
at a time to help In the work.
Among other ways of raising
money the girls gave 'Merchant of
Venice' In Chinese.
"Are the girls ready for these
opportunities? Eveiy year they
come in eager groups, many
of
them several days Journey, to enter this land of their dreams. But
every year many must be turned
sadly away for lack of room. A
year ago 178 applicants came for
admission to the medical college
at Vellore.
Only twenty-eigcould be received. Ono hundred
would-be
medical workand fifty
ers for the suffering womanhood
of India were turned away for lack
of room.
"What is' happening in the
schools of Japan is of more im- -

ASK FOR

Original
w

'

Sand-

Date-Ging-

EirANTS nd INVALIDS

ussis&i cmimM Hcrlick's

BK

ut

wiches:
Measure equal amounts
of raisins and peanut butter. Put
the raisins through the medium
fine knife of the food chopper and
mix well with the peanut butter,
adding a little plain butter. This
Is a very nourishing filling.
3
Sandwiches:
cup stoned dates,
cfup chopped
walnut meats, 4 cup minced preserved ginger, ginger syrup and
lemon juice to moisten and a little
creamed butter.
Combine these
Ingredients and spread the mixture on whole wheat, graham or
white bread. These are nourishing
and delicious.
Sandwiches made With season,
chopped,
eggs are always suitable for a school lunch.
Some mothers bind the chopped
egg together with milk and butter, others add a little mayonnaise
salad dressing (it can be bought
bottled), and some nlso add chopolives or
ped onion or chopped
pickles to give a tart flavor.

Mrs. .Susan N. McRoberts, an

woman of Vnrt Wnrth hum
partment.
Department agents assigned to just been burled in a shroud made
the duty by Director Burns of the oy ner own nanus rorty years ago

ForTnrnU.Tnv.HditndGrewlnt Children I
The Original Food Drink For All Ag
Miss Winnie Wong.

Pii'S

Winnie Wong of Hong
China, a freshman at
college, is devoted to American girls and fashions, but she is
determined to return to her native
land upon completion of her college
course. She is going to take to her
countrywomen who can never make
the trip she has made all she sees
and learns in this country. They
will not need to come to America,
for she will take it to them.
MiB3
,
Kong--

Rad-clif- fe

THE

PtiE-I.UENTO-

PENNINGTON DENIED
NEW TRIAL; APPEALS
TO SUPREME COURT

"'"J

R Ich mfflt. mrited
No Cooklnf

-

GROCERY

BULLETIN

IS

TALK

FOR

THE

OF

SATURDAY

T0WF1

OKLY

FRIGES
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100 Pounds Fancy
Colorado SPUDS...
17 Pounds
SUGAR
PLUM, DATE and FIG PUDDINGS,
,
large cans
PLUM, DATE and FIG PUDDINGS,
small cans

(Speclnl Correwpondpnce to The Journal.)
portanee to mankind today than
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 30. Not
what is happening In her dock
less than two years and not more
yards."
than seven years In the state peniKF.FK BANKER'S SIAVER.
tentiary Is the sentence imposed
Mustang, Okla., Dec. 30. Several by Judge- - David J. Leahy upon
automobiles
loaded with armed Thomns P. Pennington for the Killmen are searching today for the
of Joseph Bledsoe, a ranchK.
W.
of
slayer
Brindloy, president ing
of the Mustang State bank, who man, here last August. Pennington
late last night was called from his was convicted of voluntary manhome into his yard and shot to slaughter at the December term of
the district court. Judge Leahy
death by a man.
today overruled his motion for a
new trial, and Imposed sentence.
ELECi'tlOCTTF. NEGRO.
Little Rock, Ark, Dec. So. John The court grunted an appeal to
Henry Price, negro, 20 years old, the supremo court, and fixed the
was electrocuted at the peniten- appeal bond at $3,000, which Is
tiary this morning for the murder r,00 less than the trial bond.
is in a sanitarium
of Pennington
of F. C. Moody, a dairy man
here.
Helena.
,

C?0
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Loganberry and Blackberry Preserves, in
stone jars only

A

XaO
98c

5-- lb

Campbells Soupa, all kinds, only......
..10c
Heinz Kidney Beans, small cans.....
10c
Heinz Kidney Beans, medium cans...,.
..15e
Beechnut Pork and Beans, only. . . .V. . . .'. . . . ,11c
17 Bars of
(21 A A
P. & G. SOAP
.
26 bars, Lenox Soap
.$1.00
17 Bars, Crystal White Soap
$1.00
All Sweet Soda Crackero, selling
DC
regularly at 10c, only
All Sweet Soda Crackers, selling
"i
XUC
regularly at 15c, only
Macaroni and Cheese, No. 2 can, only
21c
Royal Gorge Pitted Cherries, No. 2 can, only... 28c
Morris Supreme Bacon, in glass....
17c
Heinz Spaghetti, large can, only. .7.
25c
Mount Cross Sweet Spuds, oply
19c

tPl.UU

fA

APPLES!

of Yenchlng
gave Maeter- -

JlrTLES!

APPLES!

BUY THEM BY THE BOX

frsni 52.75 to $3.50
Meadow Gold Butter, per' pound.
Erookfield Butter, per pound
Estancia Butter, per pound.......
Extra Fancy Sugar Corn, can.
2 No. 2 Hand Packed Tomatoes.

..46c
'."...43c
.. .

11
-

41c
Vic
25c

col-leg-

--

ht

.lV-M;.ihr.-

MsHSaridiiSlStS- Calumet Baking Powder is

v

appre--

dated most by those who know it best.

Before you form an opinion give Calumet
a trial, watching every process of the
making and the baking from start to finish.

ICAHN'S

GROCETERIA

G

109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
Phone 353

Calumet will prove that it pure,
that light, fluffy
some and economical
biscuits, muffins, doughnuts, cakes, grid-d- ie
cakes, etc., always result from its use.
is

Yso'i! Always Do Better at

i

SELF-SEHUiN-

whole-

The higk standard of quality we have established
for our products will absolutely be maintained
through the coming year. Our aim is to raise our
quality and serve you better.
We thank you for your patronage and
solicit a continuance of same.

That's Why Wo Say
try

a can of
sk for, buy and
Go to your dealer
If you are not perfectly
Calumek Baking Powder.
atlfied after a thorough test, return what's left and
get your money back.
Calumet contains only such Ingredients as have been
Authorities.
approved officially by the U. S. Food

Albuquerque
317-32-

You Save When You Buy It.
You Save When You Vso iU

V

1

ve

North Second

Dairy Ass'n
Phone 351

IMPORTANT

V'A$w

Mill

(Special Correspondence to Tne Vmmal.l
Las Vegas, N. M.p Deo. 80. A

of disreputable places has
Deen begun by Mayor Fred O.
Blood and City Attorney Charles
W. G. Ward.
As a result, the
Abeyta pool hall on Railroad ave
nue, where gambling is said to
have been conducted and where
suspicious looking characters are
declared to hang out, will close its
doors January 1, The Corrlnne
rooming house, In the same neighborhood, which officers say has
been 'used as a disreputable place,
will also close on the same date.
Women Inmates of the place have
already been ordered to leave town.
Both places are to be closed
throur'i th action of the city officials In
the leases canl
celled.
The Tili kl p'.in force has been
increesed to ihi p men, and various firm, have hit their watchmen ilp t,'wd t Btop an epidem-l- o
of petty thle-- . Ing and burglary These photographs show two i Ideal for wear with anv snort or
tnat ia iwnn i;uig on for several stunnlnc fashions for the out door street costume, tflie other charm
weeks.
girl.
ing combination is a hat of tan- V
At the left Is a camel's hair scarf wool and a scarf ot tan camel's hair,
;
Journal' .Want Ads bring results ot yellow, with bars of black It is with a gay border of nlaio,

IK.

Answer:
Sandwiches:
Fig
(Sweet). Mix and cook till right
to spread, 1 cup of finely chopped
3
figs,
cup each of sugar and
water, and 1 tablespoon of lemon
Juice. When cold it is ready to
use on thin wafers or on bread.
Ginger Sandwiches: (These are
good for a change, but use them
with a meat Bandwlch, or some
other nourishing kinds as they
are not particularly nourishing.
Cut preserved, crystallized ginger
as thin as possible and put with
white, crisp leaves of lettuce between slices of bread.
Butter Sandwiches:
Beat together till smooth
cup
oach of currant Jelly and peanut
butter, then spread on white
bread.

d

clean-u- p

h'v-rl-

Dec. 80. Federal
Washington,
investigation of retail prices of necessities in all parts of the country Is rapidly reaching completion,
it was said today at tho Justice de-

"I-a-

FASHIONS FOR THE OUT-DO0- R
GIRL WHEN DAYS ARE CHILLY

BAKER'S
COCOA

NEARLY FINISHED

They are located as follows: two
In India, at Lucknow in the north
and at Madras In the south; two In
China, ono in the northern capital,
Peking, the other in the old southern capital, Nanking;
one in
Tokyo, the capital of Japan. The
two medical schools are In Vellore,
India and Peking, China,
winter, when North China
wns In the strangle-holof that
Mrs. Frame
terrible
famine,"

r

,

Ifj LIVING COST

A. KIRKMAN.

It..
will meet with Dr. Evelyn Frisbie
ANSWERED LETTERS.
at 3 p. m.
Bhriners' dinner dance at Alva- Constant Reader: "Please tell
rado at 9 p. m.
me how to clean a kitchen hardElks New Year dance at club wood floor. It has become black
house ef 9 p. m.
Country club annual New Tear and stained."
Answer:
Tou did not say
dance at 9 p. m.
whether or not your floor was finished in any way as with varnish
or oil. So I assume that It is not.
SMALL SALARIED
To bleach wood, add to either soda
1
pound ot
WOMEN NEED NOT or potash solution
quloklime, using cold water to mix.
with a brush, wearing gloves
RENT, SHE SAYS Apply
to protect the hands. Oxalic acid
is also fine to bleach wood if applied long enough. It Is especially
good to remove spots like ink or
stains from long wear, from floors.
Uso the acid concentrated and to a
room IB by 20 feet, (our pounds
will be needed. Itemomber, It s
a poison and should not be left
where children or pets can get at
It. If your floor space is not
large, you will need only Sj small
vV A
j&&? t,
quantity of the oxalio acid crystals
dissolved in 1 cup of water. Rinse
well after it l.as been on the floor
for some time, ar.d if the wood is
not bleached apply the acid a second tlme Chloride-of-lim- e
is also
used for removing
stains from
hard wood, followed by a rinsing
after It has been on a while. Experiment In an Inconspicuous portion of your floor before attempting to clenn the entire surface. If
your floor is varnished, however,
you can remove the stain only by
scraping the varnish off right
down to the bare wood. For, a
badly stained varnish floor must
be revarnished; it cannot be
patched up.
R. B. M.: "Kindly give some
recipes for sandwiches for school
lunches."

the pores by this
enlarging
method.
But If you have a very bad complexion you can itcam you face In
the following manner with splendid results. First, rub the skin full
of sulphur ointment; then holding
a towel over the head, so as to
keep In the steam, bend over a
basin full of very hot water. The
heat will open the pores and the
healing sulphur ointment will get
In Its work more effectively than if
This la
you massaged with It.
particularly good for pimples and
eruptions due to Impurities in the
blood. After the steaming wash
the face with hot water and soap
so as to remove the ointment then
rinse in hot and cold water.
If you are bothered with blackheads try this same sort of steaming but use a cleansing cream.
Rub a quantity over the skin first
then steam it for several minutes.
As the pores open under the action
of the heat the cream works Its
way in, softens the hardened matter which forms the blackheads
and cleanses each pore in a way
Impossible for soap and water to
accomplish.
these methods
of
Incldently
steaming do not dry out the skin.
But I only advise them in extreme
cases.
.
i

Five

bureau of investigation, It was said,
have been gathering price Information In all the large cities and
in smaller communities and country districts as well, and It was believed that the whole country will
have been covered in another
week.
lteports, from the department's
agents, officials said, ard being
prepared In tabular form for Attorney General Daugherty, who
has announced
his intention of
making public the results of th
to
show what margins
Investigation
exist between retail prices and
production costs of food, fuel, shoes
and clothing in various localitlea.

BnE'LL TAKE U. S.
BACK TO ORIENT FEDERAL PROBE

EFFICIEHT HODSEKEEPIHG

Edna Kent Forbes.

AXOTHEIl CHAT ON FACE
STEAMING.

Paw

i&m 5llMvi

Some
pound can of Calumet contains full 16 flg.
oz.
16
of
instead
oz.
12
haklnsr powders come in
want
It.
when
a
you
Be
sure
cans.
yon get pound

Pkn

COUPON
FREE

OFFER

Purchase one package of
Britt'a Powdered Ammonia
and receive one free.
Name

........

Address

..

.t.-

,
-

-.

.-

BY NOON TODAY

,

... ,

.. ...... .i

(Dealer fill la below)
Dealer's Name and Address . .v.
Wholesale Grocer

.t::h .

ft.........,..,,-,,.,-

.

.......

.

...

Date and Number of Invoice
.
,
,
This coupon, properly signed, redeemed for 13c cash by

aB.

aiS11

BRITT .AMMONIA c?;m
(Present this coupon at any, store)

it

IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, so they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

B
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AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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publishing
c. magee,
d. a.
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President,

company
macpherson.

discharge of Incompetents and formation of soldier
agriculture colonies. Those who elected to go to
the farm colnies were given land, machinery and
horses and several months' pay In advance. Fancho
Villa and his men are among those who have gone
to farming under this plan. The law provides that
the soldier farmers must spend a certain time dally
in the public schools of their district.
So far as external aggression Is concerned Mexico
doesn't need any army. The United States has no
notion of attacking her and will not allow any
European or Asiatic power to do so. As for Internal
troubles, a better day seems to be dawning. In the
past the Mexican army has been necessary to support a rule that rested on force. The present administration Is more representative of the people
than Us predecessors. Mexico has done well to cut
down her army. It Is encouraging also to note
that her never formidable navy has been set to work
carrying passengers, freight and mall between the

NOW IF WE'RE RIGHT CAREFUL

MAYBE

December
GIVE

WE-CA-

HER

THE SLIP.

THE MARKETS

1921.

looked for. Figures purporting to
show that the 1922 harvest would
nevertheless be 67,000,000 bushels
less than last year s total failed to
check the downward swing of the
market.
Support for values was
poor, and with liquidation sales in?
progress the lowest level of the day
was reached
shortly before announcement was made that a large
firm on the bull side had suspended. Cessation of selling pressure
followed, and In the brief Interval
until the close a moderate rally
took place, helped somewhat by
word that an agreement had been
signed for the shipment of
of Russian
to the
gold
United States to purchase
food
supplies. Another
aid, too, was
the fact that primary receipts today were less than half as much,
as the amount a year ago.
Corn and oats were lower in sympathy with wheat and on
of hedging and liquidatingacccjint
satas.
Shorts, however, were covering t
the last.
Provisions
reflected the weak
ness of grain and hogs.
Closing prices:

(Bj The Associated
New York, Dec. 80. The stock
exchange's final full session of the
CARL C. MAGEK
year was marked by conflicting
REPRESENTATIVES
and
erratic fluctuations.
Heavy
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111
cash sales to meet income tax reRALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 E. 42d St., New York
turns occurred In many of the low
matter at the postoffice
Entered as second-clas- s
priced Issues but representative
rails and favorite industrials were
ot Albuquerque, N. M., under act ot Congress of
March 17, 1879.
comparatively strong, though dull
in contrast with the activity shown
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
oy speculative issues.
Daily, by carrier or by mail, one month, 85c;
from authoritative
Opinions
yearly, in advance, $9.00.
sources dealing with general con
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
In
dltions
the coming year sounded
a note of optimism, esneclallv
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
relation to commercial and Indus
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
trial prospects.
In the year.
inese wero borne out by over
coast towns.
,
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
OF
MEMBER
THE
night developments, such as the
The Associated Press 1b exclusively entitled to
strengthening of the financial po
EXECUTION WITHOUT STINO.
sitlon of the Sears Roebuck com
of all news credited to
the use, for
pany, further favorable November
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
railroad earnings and advices from
A recrudescence of the controversy between ad
the local news published herein.
Montana Indicating early resump
Wheat
May,
$1.15;
vocates and opponents of capital punishment may
July,
iion oi operations in the copDer $1.03.
December 31, 1921
SATURDAY
result from an incident reported from Caen, France.
mines.
Corn May, 637sc: July, 56o.
Money rates stiffened In conse
There a condemned murderer, come to his last meal,
Oats May,
July,
SUBJECTION TO THE LAW.
quence ot unexpectedly large re
Pork Jan., $14.90.
was shown the customary courtesy of such occasnewals into 1922. Opening at 5 per
Lard
Jan., $8.70; May, $9.07,
ions and invited to indicate what delicacy he would
at noon
cent, can loans rose to 6
Ribs Jan.. $7.75; May, $7.97.
The Journal does not wish to put Itself in the like to eat.
wun a runner advance to ( per
Anything he fancied would be provided,
the
To
to
"pursue" anyone.
cent in tne last nour.
position of seeming
ho was told.
'
NEW YORK COTTON.
Bears Roebuck was the most
weak and the helpless we desire to be a support. To
When he requested lobster done in the American
of
the
prominent feature
t,
we much desire to be a friend. But
day, al
the
New York, Dec. 30. Cotton fuw
fashion the Jailors demurred, on the ground of the
its exreme advance of tures
mougn
government In America was Instituted to give equal- difficulty of complying. The condemned man was
barely steady. Jan.,
slightly more than seven points was 19.07; closed
March. 18.95: Mav. 18.50:
The machinery of government
ity of opportunity.
reauccd to 4
at the close. Stude July, $18.00;
Insistent that It should be "American lobster or
17.18.
Oct.,
Is not a failure In accomplishing that result. ExSteel
baker,
Amer.
Railway
Spring,
"I have always
nothing," and for this reason:
lean ice, Woolworth and sugars
perience Indicates changes from time to time, which adored American lobster, but I have never been
LIBERTY
were among tha other stocks to
BONDS.
are necessary, but our fundamentals are sound.
show substantial net gains. Sales
able to eat It without suffering from Indigestion for
New
30.
Human nature Is the factor with which It is difDec.
York.
to
Libert
amounted
shares.
775,000
hours afterward."
$94.56; first 4s.
Trading In foreign exchanges bonds closed;
ficult to deal under any form of government. SelfishThis makes a new angle from which to consider
was larger than at any recent $96.90 bid; second 4s. $96.30: first
ness and avarice lead men, who are powerful enough
There can be
the problem of capital punishment.
$97.02; second
$96.62;
period and the strong tone Bugto do so, to overreach their fellows. Nothing but
a more encouraging view of third
$97.50; fourth
to
gested
no question about the protection afforded
society
$97.22;
$100.08:
Vic
Victory
economic
conditions.
European
personal christian ethics will put voluntary restraint
through the execution of a murderer, so far as any
$100.08.
Sterling bills were at the week's tory
upon such Instincts. Perhaps time will reform hu- future activities of that
are conperson'
particular
highest level and all allied quota.
,
man nature.
tlons were firm, the Italian rate
NEW YORK MONEY.
cerned. The argument is that not only la due punIn the meantime, public sentiment must be the
full recovery. Dutch and
afforded
making
the
but
horrible
Inflicted
example
ishment
restrained.
Scandinavian quotations were ten
New York, Dee. 30. Call money
Instrument with which selfish men are
will restrain others from running the risk of meetto twenty points higher.
Strong. High and last loan. 6
Public sentiment must be buiit to a point where the
case invites the inCaen
But
this
like
fate.
a
was
The
bond
as
market
active
ing
per cent; low and ruling rate. 6 per
disfavor of their fellows restrain men from doing
life
movement
but
another's
taken
whole,
have
man
cent;
not
to 6 per cent.
this
Irregular
closing bid, 5
quiry, may
unconscionable things.
marked the foreign division. Vic
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
to get himself condemned
deliberate
with
purpose
a
creates
sentiment
the
domestic days and six months, 6 to
featured
The process of arousing this
tory
per
that he might enjoy without discomfort the delicacy
list, odd lots Belling at $100.20, the cent; prime mercantile paper, 6 to
period of agitation and strife. Men object to the he "adored?"
o
maximum
Total
year's
quotation.
cent.
per
curtailment of their profitable special privileges and
sales, par value, aggregated $17,
Were he sure that life Imprisonment might be
immunities.
They fight back bitterly against those
350,000.
NEW YORK METALS.
to
hesitated
have
crime
he
of
the
his
might
penalty
Closing prices:
who ask nothing except that men be equal before
ssful meal of lobster
undlstre
an
since
commit
It,
.. t9
American
.
.
Beet
Sugar.
New
,t.
the law.
York, Dee. 80. CopperAmerican Can
34
desire. Perhaps the
Steady.
Electrolytic,
spot and
When the time arrives that "big business" Is seems to have been his dearest
American Smelting & Refg.. 44
But
truth
an
was
the
after
lobster
nearby,
thought
only
later, 14c.
above and beyond the law, and the duly constituted
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 82
Tin
and
nearbT.
Firm.
Snot
be
never
known.
will
American Tel. & Tel. ....... .115
government of the people Is powerless to put a re$33.25; futrres, $33.25033.87.
Zinc
American
13
are
our
Institutions
Iron
them,
hand
Rteaflv,
upon
unchanged.
straining
49
Anaconda Copper
THOSE WHO WORK.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 0 4.80.
doomed. Theodore Roosevelt saw this and attacked
, 92
Atcnison
Zinc
East Ft. Louiei de
Quiet.
was
Baltimore & Ohio.
t . . 84
arrognat "big business" in its lair. Tho fight
livery, spot $4.90 ig 4.95.
About 40 percent of the total population of the
Bethlehem Steel
67
fast and furious. Roosevelt was denominated as
Antimony Spot, $4.59.
of the
23
Butte & Superior
But he brought United States and a fraction over
erratic, radical and egotistical.
48
California
enPetroleum
over
were
of
"
age and
EXCTIANGHL
these men to a wholesome fear of the law. History population of 10 years
Canadian Paciflo
...120
census
80
Central Leather
wl'l record the conduct of Roosevelt as that of a gaged in gainful occupation when 78the last
New York, Deo. SO. Foreign er
per cent were
65
Ho reasserted the majesty was taken. Of tho men and boys
Chesapeake & Ohio
statesman.
change strong. Great Britain de
21 per
18
she asked. "Who blew that horn?" Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
and supremacy of the law In this nation. He did at work for wages; of the women and girls
4.21; cables, 4.21. France
mand,
28
"I did to scare the Fox!" Chlno Copper
demand, 8.04; cables, 8.04. Italy
not cure all of our ills nor prevent new breaches cent.
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Uncle
laughed
Wiggily.
The proportion of male workers to male populademand, 4.33; cables, 4.34. Bel66
of the spirit of our Institutions, but he did show
"Oh! I though you blew It to Crucible Steel ,
gium demand, 7.69; cables, 7.70.
8
age has fluctuated narrowly
wake me up for the celebration." Cuba Cane Sugar
that a militant public opinion can bring arrogance tion over 10 years of of
cables.
Germany demand,
10
female workers in gainful
spoke the muskrat lady. "And as Erie
By WALT MASON.
since 1880, while that
to its knees before the law.
Holland
86.85:
demand.
73
I am awake, I wish you a Great Northern pfd
as
10
of
long
over
to
female
years
population
cables, 36.91. Norway
demand,
New Mexico has its problem of this kind to solve. occupations
40
New Year, Uncle Wiggily." Inspiration Copper
Happy
to
16.00.
Sweden
40
cent
25.11.
- Int. Mer. Marine
demand,
' "!' n enma
65
pfd
o uu aimJ ilia ...
It will solve It unless the people grow weary of the age, has risen from 14.7 per23.4 eleven years ago
ly in
once was firm and bold U ltkn
Denmark demand, 20.00. Switzer
THE CRIMINAL,
26
years ago.
them, Nurse Jane," answered the Kennecott Copper
strife and lose sight of the fundamental Issue In- 21.1, having been as high as
19.55.
land
tho
de
in
rabbit's
demand,
Spain
and,
tread,
&
108
lOUisvillo
shaking
Nashville
Then he gave
gentleman.
Looked at from another angle, there was one
Greece
I mark the specialist In crime, dark and cold, he wishes ho wero rabbit
volved. If "big business" and "big politics" can
demand.
mand, 14.95.
114
Mexican Petroleum
a
last
on
blast
his
gladsome
horn,
half
a
five
and
to
work
woman
at
when
as
on
course
every
4.25.
his
he hops, and
dead. And if he'd use the clover
gainful
demand, 33.50.
Argentine
27
fool the people, New Mexico is doomed to added
making the old Fox run faster over Miami Copper
Brazil demand, 12.80. Montreal,
1880. Thirty years ago one woman to every he isn't serving time he's dodging brain with which he is endowed, the
17
hill and Uncle Wiggily went to Missouri Paciflo
years of subjection to this unseen but compelling men in
never
can
In
and
for
honest
of
he
cops;
purposes
gumshoe
63
gain,
bed,
four and three quarters men. Twenty years ago reach a clime where the avenger
you all a most Happy Montana Power
power.
ways by law allowed, when old New wishing
73
New York Central
Y'ear.
Ho makes a killing now age gets him
If arrogance and ruthlessness In high places wa? one to every four and a half men, and 10 years ago stops.
76
might train with
Kansas crnr prodtjce.
And
if
the
doll's pink hair rib- - Northern Paciflo
with
and
some
men,
sucker's
one
to
and
and
three
'Tis
crowd.
would
so
very
any classy
then,
swipes
S3
strange uun uuesn i turn yellow when the Pennsylvania
bitterly. It
unhurt it would not fight back
men
other
never
like
of
that
but
elects
1920.
In
hoard;
Kansas
may,
splendid
15
and
gifts
City, Dec. 80. Butter
pussycat spills some green Ice Ray Consolidated Copper....
go complacently on as It has gone on in other years. the ratio three
the wholesome Joys afford, with crooks to chase and try out cream
72
eggs and poultry unchanged.
on It, I'll tell you next about Reading
This rather upsets the accepted theory about men,
The thunderstorm will clear the atmosphere if the
In
and soon or later
the pen he has all the evil shifts that stern
61
Republic Iron & Steel
uncie wiggily in the snow.
women at work after the war. The really great in- his bed and board. For him there
LIVESTOCK MARKETS. j
trace, and Join tho cara21
Sinclair Oil & Refining
people will endure it until It Is over.
bewas
women
set
disno
van
is
to
at
no
of
rest
of
that
drifts
and
by
vasion
mind,
law
occupations
of
79
peace
boundaries
gainful
Southern
the
the
prison
Pacific
Men must learn that
ot Bun, and moral people and re- grace. 'Tis strange because they
18
Southern Railway
Chicago Livestock.
can not be passed with safety. They must know tween 1900 and 1910, the era when the stenogra- fined
he evermore, must shun, and well must know the end of such a
82
Rtudebaker Corporation
Chlcaeo, Dec. 30. Cattle Re
that power granted them by the confidence of the pher came Into her own and the period of great if he hears a step behind his im- trail; the law will dog them to and
46
Texas Company
ceipts 8,000. No choice steers here;
industrial opportunities for women.
medium to good grades very dull,
Tobacco Products
62
pulse is to run. His nerve for- fro and In the end prevail; and
people must not be used brutally to oppress others.
sakes him when he's old, his days crime will bring them only woa,
around 60c to 75o lower than yesUnion Pacific
125
When subjection to the legal and moral code Is
are days of dread, the step that and long years in a jalL
83
United States Steel
terday; few best yearlings steady.
learned, we will have a new era of peace, content
Utah Copper
63
Top, $9.00; bulk beef stjers, $6.25
ment and prosperity In New Mexico.
P7.50; she rtoek steady to lower.
nearer to the bunny's bungalow.
bulk $3.75(fS5.25; canners and cut
BOSTON WOOL.
SONNET.
Bald
"I
I'll
know
how
get him,"
ters mostly
bulls
$2.50(9 3.25;
THOUGHTLESSNESS.
When I was far too young to comprehend
the Fox to himself. "When It la
Boston, Dee. 80. The Commer- strong; stockers and feeders slow
one day talked to me
My
midnight I'll sneak up on his front
to 25c lower; best shipping calves
cial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
As if I were his wise and aged friend
A correspondent
the other day referred to an
stops. Then the bells will be ring"The demand for wool of all strong.
And did not hold a new doll on my knee.
ing and the horns will be blowing
(S.600.
who had become ill as "one of the
Market
grades keeps up with unusual
Hogs Receipts
I can remember how his voice was kind.
to
New
celebrate
Year.
the
They
B.
animation
Garte
for the closing week of unevenly 25c to 60c lower than
By Howard
earliest white settler." Somehow it slipped by the
But what he said I could not understand;
will make such a noise those
is
modthe
Trade
when
trade
average.
year
normally yesterday's
eagle eye of the .state news editor and crept Into our
horns and bells will that I can
Only these words clung oddly In my mind:
slow, not a little wool having been erately active to shippers and small
1921. by McClure
Copyright.
hand."
God's
in
a
candle
"To
burn
out
like
In
He
Uncle
break
door.
columns.
Wlggily's
in
bonds, especially and large packers. Ton, $7.76 for
I wus setting on our frunt steps purchased
Newspaper Syndicate.
won't hear me on account of the
of fine grade and good staple, 140 to'150-poim- d
In the good old days when men pushed their
weights to shipthis aftirnoon wishing it would wools
words he uttered I forget,
What
other
can
to
him
take
off
I
and
noise,
my
some
which
mills need ap- pers; bulk 180 to
of
the
hogs.
UNCLE WIGGILY'S SURPRISE. den before he knows what Is hap- snow, and some lady stopped go
way far In advance of civilization, into the Indian
These are like ruble from a ring unrolled
220
to
parently with which to piece out $7.1507.20;
ins past, saying. Are you Mrs. current
That in my fingers wait to be reset
country, they were "early white settlers." Today,
pening."
orders.
Prices
pigs
$6.606.75;
unevenly
weights.
generally
Fox
sneaked
Old
The
little boy?
Fuzzy
When I learn better how to work with gold.
when Caucasians are referred to in states with a
The fox stood on the bunny's Pottes
show an advance for the week of
out of his den.
Yes
Yet when he spoke them, all I did was stare
wy? I sed, and sho 1 to 2 cents a pound in the grease lower.
Sheen Rec!pts 10,000. Market'
doorstep. It was almost 12 o'clock sed, Gomam,
dense negro population, they are termed "white."
- mother
in
and
tell
your"Where are you going?" asked and
And wonder at the whiteness of his hair.
all was dark and quiet within Mrs.
sometimes even a little more. generally steady; some medium fat
But this term is inaccurate, misleading and offensis heer to see her. Be- and"The
Ann Hamilton In the Nation.
his wife, whose name was Esmer-eld- the
Kelly
wool industry is hoping for lambs 25c lower. Fat lamb top
bungalow.
a funny face lady with wiic early passage
"Where are you going,
ive in New Mexico and Arizona.
of the permanent early to packers, $11.60; shippers
"Uncle Wiggily must be asleep," ing
a gold tooth, and the tariff bill in order
ad
Oscar?"
gloves
The "early white settlers" of New Mexico were
that a basis took one load at $11.75; good to
"So much the went In the parlor and sat down
fox.
the
thought
to
am
see
if I can't better. Now when the horns be"I
going
to operate In the new choice shippers. $10.25; good
Cabosa de Baca, Onate, Coronado, De Vargas and
and I went up and told ma and upon which
catch Uncle Wiggily," barked the gin to blow Ah!
ewes, $5.40 ; few at $5.50;
may be ascertained. The manYum!"
came
ma sed, O, all rite, HI ba rite clip
their associates. When the
fox. "This Is the final day of the
are not consuming so one load feeder Iambs steady at
ufacturers
A SAVING OF THE FACE.
JUST
beWithin
a
clock
the
to
down
bungalow
tawk
and
you go
he found a Spanish civilization which was 400 yean
are
as
were
much
but
still
$10.60.
Look closely and you'll see what a marked dif- year and it's the last time I shall gan to strike the first of the mid- down,
they
a wile.
The
considerable stock.
old.
and have a chance to catch Uncle night hour when the Old Year herWich
ference there isn't between "association"
I did, saying, She'll be rite using
Is cutting prices
Wiggily in 1921. So I'm going to went away and the New Year
Kansas City Livestock.
clotnlng
Industry
The language of historians, accurate enough In "league." Nashville Tennessean.
Mrs.
down,
Kelly, and Mra Kelly In order to move large
ana get him."
Kaneas City, Dec. 30. Cattle-Rec- eipts
try
surplus
came.
other western states, loses Its accuracy and becomes
sayslng, That's good, how old are stocks."
Beef steers dull,
2,000.
"That's so," whined the wife of
LET'S CO ABROAD.
"Now for the surprise!' chuckled you?
offensive In New Mexico. The "white" pioneer of
Scoured basis:
Landlords in Paris are complaining that they can the Fuzzy Fox. "Tomorrow will Uncle Wiggily, who
steady to 25c lower, mostly 26o
was sitting In
9 going on 10, I sed, and she
80
Texas
ot
Fine IS months.
lower. Early top, $7.60; other
the New Year. tho darkened room. He caught up sed, Izzent that nice, do you lern
Kansas becomes an "Anglo" pioneer when he crosses neither collect from nor evict their tenants. New be the first day
85c; fine 8 months, 6770o.
better ' grades
York Telegraph.
Well, I hope we have more to eat
sales, $5.50ff87 35;
the New Mexico line.
a lot in skool?
90 (9 92c; she stock mostly 25c lower; plain
in 1922 than we had In 1921."
Fine
staple,
Territory
she
sed
I
A
and
sed,
lot,
pritty
Everyone recognizes this fact. None disputes It.
few choice cows,
"You shall have some ears to
HE'D JUST LOVE TO DO IT.
combing. 78 81c; kinds steady;
Izzent that nice, heers t pennies half blood blood
But the customary word applied to pioneers elseDoes the "Yonkers plan," which It is proposed nibble, at any rate, If I catch that
combing, 66ffj $5. 0005. 25; rtanv plain and mefor
you.
60
to
as
$3.50
J
mean
blood
he
fox
4.00; good heifIntroduce
dium
that
the
60c;
lots,
in
combing,
bunny!" promised
where falls thoughtlessly from the Hps somctlms
every prohibiBuffalo,
Im not slpposed to be allowed to 63c: quarter
fine and fine medium cloth ers, $5.00CT5.50; calves steadv to
Buffalo slunk away through the dark
without intention to reflect on the founders of ojr tionist must act as a spy on his neighbors?
from
I
take
sed,
visiters,
money
680i72c; fine and fine medium strong; best vealers. $8.50J8.75:
woods, for It was now evening.
Express.
and she sed, O, Issent that nice, ing,
ancient Castillan civilization.
choice medium weights, $7.00 fi
combing. 7 8 W 8 4c.
About this same time Uncle
rite. And she put the French
thats
quite
Pulled
Delaine.
PEACE IS FAR FROM UNIVERSAL.
850900; AA. 7.75; other classes Blow and mostly
Wiggily, sitting with Nurse Jane
3 cents back in her pockitbook,
A supers. 6670o.
steady; bulk canners, $2.25 2.50;
MEXICAN TRADE.
Having signed the treaty with Hungary, the Fuzzy Wuzzy, in his hollow stump
me standing there hoping she 72?878c:
Mohair Best combing, 29 32c J bulls mostly $3.25 ffr 3.75; early
United States is now at peace with all the world bungalow, looked at the clock and
course
and
sed.
Of
I
wouldent,
Dest
sales stockers, $5. 00ifi)5. 75.
with the exception of New York, Chicago and the said:
caraing, zzinvzoc.
nobody ever told me if somebody
Market
4,000.
Judging from the articles Mexico is purchasing bootleggers. Syracuse
Hogs Receipts
It will not be long, now."
some
wile
in
"Well,
put
money
my pocklt
DUN'S WEEKLY REVIEW.
from the United States, it would seem that that land
unevenly 25n lower to both ship
"What will not be long?" asked
I wasent looking, nobody ever told
to
160
pers and packers. Best
of bloodshed and riot is fast rehabilitating itself and
Nurse Jane. "Are you speaking of
me I couldent keep It wen I found
New York, Deo. SO. Dun's to
good
$7.307.40;
weights,
like
ears?
I
them
out
was
'
If
your
there.
long."
it
that
the sway of Obregon continues as firm as it
morrow will say:
and choice 200 to
"No, I mean It will not be long
Being sipposed to be a hint, ony
been
A
has been for the last few months it will not be long
which
to
has
marked
year
$7.107.15;
packers.
weights
until the New Year comes.
The
Mrs. Kelly dident seem to notice by general economlo readjustment bulk of sales $6.80587.30;
top,
ere Mexico Is properly entitled to a seat among the
Old Year is passing, soon the New
PARASITES OP TIER MOVIES.
It, and I sed. And nobody ever told comes to its closing with quietness $7.40; most
sows, $5.26 (f
Year will come. I'm going to sit
me I wasent allowed to hunt for in business the prevailing condi 5.50; stock packingto $7.80,steady
(From the New York Times.)
respectable and respected nations of the world.
up
pigs
Mr. D. W. Griffith has a grievance against a cer- up and watch; aren't you?"
The total value of all our exports to Mexico durmoney In case somebody hid some tion, but with promise of improve to weak.
tain kind of competitors he calls them "leeches up"No, indeed!" exclaimed Nurse
and told me I could keep it if I ment
2,000.
to follow. While the seasonal
Sheep
ing the eight months ended August last, is officially on the industry,"
Sheep Receipts
and "feeders on the mother film." Jane, and she put her paw politely
iouna it.
lull has been somewhat more pro steady. Lambs 10c to 25c lower.
given as $171, 000,000 compared to $112,000,000 for The epithets are suggestive.
When an ambitious over her mouth so Uncle Wiggily
to
another
be
Being
slpposed
nounced
much
has
than
usual,
$11.16.
Fed
westerns,
the same period In 1920.
Imports from Mexico manager takes up a popular success of the past, would not see her yawn with her
hint, and Mrs. Kelly sed, Its too been accomplished In the way of
upon creating and advertis- mouth wide open.
bad I dident think of doing it that strengthening the fundamental sit
"I've seen
totaled $81,000,000 compared with $121,000,000 for lavishing his resourcesthese
Ponver Livestock.
with
in
his
Now
rush
Years
Old
production,
enough
go and
parasites
way, izzent it? and I sed Yes mam, uation, and the outlook Is for fur30. Cattle Rethe 1920 period.. Reduced prices figured materially ing
Denver, Dec.
mediocre productions and reap a harvest not of their Years come in," said the muskrat fWow ! WcV7owl'Kc(wle4
And I stood there a wile longer to ther gradual commercial recovery.
Market steady. Beef
500.
in the decreased total, and also make the Increase own sowing. Thus Mr. Griffith, In order to protect lady. "There isn't really anything
to still think ot It, Final estimates of crop production ceipts
time
her
give
steers. $6.00 7.00; cows and heifFoot
himself and his public, has been obliged to rename to see. AJ1 there is to do is to
in jxporti the more Important,
wich she dident, and ma came emphasize the reduced purchasing ers, $4.00 B.7E;
calves, $6.00
his version of "The Two Orphans," calling It "Or- watch the clock. I'm going to
down and I went out and sat on power In agricultural communities, 9 25; bulls, $2.50ffi3.25; stockers
of the Storm." The d'Artagnan of Douglas bed," and upstairs she went.
phans
front
the
frunt
dlskusted.
the
the big horn, opened
steps agen
smaller ylclcts and lower prices and feeders, $4.60 6 00.
HOW MEXICO DISARMS.
Fairbanks had a similar crop of rivals, the Three
"Hum!" said Uncle Wiggily to door, stuck the horn outside
having a far reaching influence,
Hogs Receipts 400. Market 2B
Musketeers becoming soma dozens.
himself.
"Nurse Jane Is getting right in the ear of the Fox, as it
Huron, S. D., a city of less than and unemployment In manufactur lower.
Top, $7.10; bulk. $6.76
of
Mr.
continuance
a
When
that
Griffith
urges
custom
old,
I'm
was
is
afraid.
to
throw brickbats rather than
9,000 population, boasts
It the
of the lng and mercantile channels ac- 7.10.
Well, I'm going happened that the bad chap
of
will
to
this
"the
the
sit
watch
ana
prevent
and
Year
a
Old
"featuring"
the
and
hotel
finest
of
blew
practice
up
there
such
largest
any city centuates the restriction of public
bouquets at our supposed benighted
neighbor. old classics," his case Is mora questionable. It may out and the New Year in. And standing
Sheep Receipts 2,200, Market
of its size in America. Tho hotel consuming capacity.
that the Fox gave a howl.
$10.00010.25;
Lambs,
steady.
Mexico, but it would seem that in the matter, of be doubted whether any one, least of all the rank what's more. I'm going to give blast
"Wow! Wow! Wow!" howled tho Is an eight story fire proof strucfeeder lambs,
ewes,
bank;
Weekly
clearings, $4,978,
$3.504.25;
reduction of armament, which we hear Is being dis- and file of movie audiences, is deeply concerned Nurse Jane a surprise.
Fox.
ture, costing $600,000 and equip- 064,000.
Maybi
$8.759.50.
cussed somewhere these days, she may be able to that the classics shall be "featured." In being re- she will not like it, but all the
"Toot! Toot!" blew Uncle Wig ped with every modern
duced to dumb chow they inevitably suffer a sea same, I'll give her a surprise!"
gily on the horn. "Happy New
CHICAGO BOARD- OF TRADE.
five pointers to nations that have the name of be- change
Young Mike Donovan, the midwhich is sometimes undeniably rich, but la
Uncle Wiggily laughed to him- Year, Nurse Jane! Happy New
dleweight boxer, will try to come '
ing more progressive.
Looks as if the Olants have
always lamentably strange. The adorably romantts self, and then going to a closet he Year! This Is a surprise for youl
Chicago, Dec. 30. Free selling back under the direction of Harry
In a current magazine Frazler Hunt tells how and boyish d'Artagnan becomes so to speak Douglas took out a big horn.
He' had I suppose you thought I was In bed copped the Yankees'
publicity due to the government report on
manager of Midget bmltn.
President Obregon and his associates have reduced Fairbanks. There is one glory of the drama and bought it that day at the fifteen and asleep but I'm blowing In the stunt in the paying of large bun- winter wheat and to liquidation on Neary,
glory of the novel, and the place for both and sixteen cent store and was go- New Year! Toot! Toot! This is dles ot money for ball players.
In financial
of
a
house
the
Weak Lund.
part
the dangerously unwleldly army without adding to another
is where one can hear the master's lines or read ing to use it to blow the Old Year a
surprise!"
difficulties, led to material setThose who have weak lungs can
unemployment and relieved tho country from a them.
out and the New Year in.
Is
most
a
For
add
"It
unpleasIndigestion
Constipation.
In
certainly
backs
the value of grain. not be too careful about taking,
Mr. Griffith is on firmer ground when he pleads
There may be people In this vi- Wheat today
"I though Nurse Jane would ant
for me!'" howled the
heavy financial burden. A year ago the Mexican
closed unsettled, 2c to
cold, as unless promptly treated,
ethics of his profession. "Deception never bene- stay up and help me blow," said Fox. surprise
"Oh, my ear! I'm deaf, I cinity who are afflicted with Indi- net lower, with May $1.15 to pneumonia
regular army consisted of 77,000 soldiers and 16,000 the
may follow, As a
fits the public." This Is a fact of which the public the bunny to himself.
"But as guess! Deaf!" And he tumbled gestion and constipation, and if so, $1.16
to $1.04. prompt cure for bad colds no one v
and
$1.03
July
officers.
In addition there was a laree force of is thoroughly
aware. "If thee cheat me once," said long as she has gone to bed I'll off the steps In a somersault, with they .will be interested in the ex- Corn lost lo to 1 c net, and oats
could wish for a better medicine
former revolutionists who joined the army In order the Quaker, "it Is thy fault; if thee cheat me twice give ber a surprise. It will soon the blast of the bunny's New Year perience of Mrs. H. C. Cetty, IndiIn provisions the out than Chamberlain's
Rem
The Industry that is a prey to be midnight, when the Old Year horn still ringing In his head.
ana, Pa. When visiting Mt. Jewett, come varied from 150 decline to edy. The success thatCough
to get Jobs, bringing the total military establishment it is my own."
has attendleeches will, drop by drop, be bled dry. Even the changes Into the New Year."
Ha!" laughed Uncle Wig- Pa., Mrs. Getty was advised to try
"Ha!
advance.
ed
use
ot
the
up to over 19,000 officers and 93,000 men. 'More most exuberant
this
pot
preparation,
e
mother film should have the
Uncle Wiggily laid the horn gily, as he saw, in the moonlight. Chamberlain's Tablets for indigesBearish sentiment regarding the only throughout the United States,
than half the government's income was expended
of feeding only her own children. Peculiarly down on the table to have It In the Fox running away. "I guess tion and constipation, and says: government
was
on
based
but in many foreign countries..
report the
on its maintenance. President Obregon decided it pertinent is Mr. Griffith's remark that "especially readiness and then sat In his chair my surprise worked all right."
"This medicine not only cured me, contentions that
yield indi shows that it is
that can'
waa time to call a halt. Three plans were adopted at this time." the industry of those who "rofesg to waiting for 12 o'clock to strike.
Nurse Jane stuck her hevl out but toned up my whole system, so cated for winter wheat would be De relied upon. aItremedy
is pleasant and
amuse the public should be "sensitive to digestions
The
Fox
been
tralnslnar
that
has
window
health
better
of
my
the
Fuzzy
upstairs.
bushels
to
70.000,000
through
50,000,000
safe to take and only costs 85 cents; )
to reduce the army; Voluntary discharges, forced for betterment,"
the woods was coming nearer and
"What going on down there;;' than for years, since taking It."
m- .more than ae a rule, had been mrg size in cen'........k.
!
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You

will agree that this Is a
mighty good value when you
look It over.
Eight rooms, nice porches,
plenty
large
closets,
basement with laundry tubs,
etc., gas; large lot, sidewalks,
shade trees, lawn, garage; best
of location.
Near Kobinson
Park. Terms.

furnished
nicely
modern house, with three can- vassed-lsleeping porches and
screened
front porch;
large
garage, sheda, walks, shade.
In
Highlands.
Fine location
Bents for $03.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
scjll complete for $4,750.

fire-plac- e,

Nine-roo-

n

1

"

HURRY

BEAtTIFITi BRIGHT

II

w..

I

1

-

Several good houses and apartments for rent.
A

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
Plionc

007--

SALE
stucco bungalow,
whit
built-i- n
features
hardwood floon,
Fourth ward, new,
11,000 Double cottage, three rooms, bath,
glassed porch on each side, completely
80 per month;
furnished, rents tur
East Central.
cement block bungalow,
' $6,000
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, bullt-l- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.
14.000

ij

A.

FOR RENT

REAL HOME
Consisting of five rooms, bath
sleeping porch and basement. Hot
air heat. Beautifully furnished
with new furniture throughout.
ACKERSO.V & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 8. Fourth.
Phone 414.

D, T, KINGSBURY,

210 W. Gold.

SUDDEN BLBV1CE.
The Red Arrow (all over tha West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing

to people who demand quality.
Work
:n befor
12 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before ( p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
TUB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegst
Albuquerque
(Wo want
represents tire In TOUR
territory.)

"SOME BARGAINS"

nXESClEE, Kesltar

frame

$1,100
$1,260
adobe, large lot... $1,500
modern, 4th ward. $3,500
Mcdonald & worsham,

to all Its branches, Loans,
Surety Bonds,
,
Next to P. O.
111 South Fourth Strex-tFhone 674.

frame

Insurance

Real Estate
Phono UU0--

IJSAVIXa TIIE CITY.

Insurance

108 S. Third.

house,
Owner will sell
modern except heat. Well furAUTOMOBILES
nished. Located close In, in highlands. This is a snap. The price to WILL pay cash for used Fords." "2:1
North High.
move it at once is only $3,250.

Phone

459

REALTY

WANTED TO TRADE Good truck for
touring car. R. N., Journal.
Radiator Repairing. O. K.
814 W. Gold EXPERT
Phone 1023
Sheet Metal Works, 216 North Third.
FOR BALE
tJuring car'
first-clua- a
Co..
condition. Bond-Dllio- n
RENT
MUCH
HOW
city.
.
n
WANTED
To buy one-toFord truck,
Have You Paid This Year?
A-- l
e
condition. Phone 3408--

E,

GUTHRIDGE

box 252.
FUR BALE S me extta good used cars;
Mcintosh Auto Co., 60s
easy terms.
West Central.
ML'ST .SELL at once, leaving town,
OldsmoOile, in
fine condition. Phono
WANTED
Used Ford chassis or car;
reasonable; pay ca&h. Call after 6
o'clock or Sundays, at 609 South First.
FOR
SALE Oldsmoblle six. In excellent condition; a bargain, cash or
g
terms. 1304 West Central, phone 1488-g
RABBITS'"! FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
802 South
all kinds. Phone 152-runabout. J02 South Broadway.
Broadway.
BALE Ford light truck, 1160; one-to- n
FOR
V
L
R.
Red
Two
SALE
roosters,
FOB
Ford truck, 1300, worm drive;
each, or 19 for two. Call at 116 West
Huick. 590. 118 West Gold.
light
678.
flllver, jjhone
Several spaces yet open, 83
FOR SALE Entire stock purs bred B. C. STORAGE
per month; drive ove jmd see me. Knit
R. I. Reds, breeding pens r singles;
also it fine lot of bronze turkeys. Mo. Avenue Auto Laundry, 710 Kent, phona
664.
H. B. Watklns. phone 2416-Jcompany for
RED POULTRY YAKIlS Thoroughbred see Mcintosh
used ilres, all sizes, used parts; Msx-wel- l,
8. C. K. L Reds, Ringlet Barred Hocks,
Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
cockerels for breeJIng. fresh ground green
608 West Ceniral.
413 West Atlantic, phone H83-bone.
WANTED USED CARS
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds,
"MOUNTAIN
WE PAY CASH for used cars of any
for
cockerels
of
and
cocks
lot
a superb
for BABY
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
orders now,
sale. Hook
CHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery Garage. BOO South Second.
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 236 North FOR SALE Ford sedan, honeycomb ra-

Figure it up then come and
we
buy the five room brick balhave; small cash payment,
ance like rent. It rays to pay
the rent to yourself.
GOBER, S1IOKT & GOBER
220 West Gold

FOrT SALEouKry-EKS3YedvVfnTJAiit

auto

diator, shock absorbers, motor-mete- r,
other extras. A good buy. J. Korber &
Co., Auto Dept. Phnne 783.
LOST"AND FOUND
LOST
Lady s fcliiine brooch pin. Finder FOR SALE Dodge battery, also one
battery fits Studebaker, Bulck,
return to W. B, Hicks, J. C. Penney
Overland Six, etc. Both are practically
Co. Store. Reward.
new and can be bought very reasonable.
FOUND One sheep; owner may have Mcintosh Auto Company, 608 West
same by Identifying and paying for ad.
. 416
West Coal.
IF THESE CARS are sold before JanLOST Male," English bull dog. brlndle
uary 1, we make the following prices:
with white brenst. namo Rex." Phone Maxwell,
$200; Oakland Big Six, 8360;
290; return 815 West Marquette; liberal Chevrolet, 300. Now Is the
time to buy
reward.
a used car. They will be higher in he
LOST Bundle of lady's laundry, last spring.
Hoover Motor Co., 418 West
between Albuquerque Sana- Copper.
Monday,
and North SOME unusual used car
highlands
torium, south
bargains, 1021
Fourth street; reward. Call 1562-Dodge touring, driven 3,000 miles; 1921
Oakland coupe,
practically new; 1920
CARPENTERING
Ford touring, A- -l
condition, and &
first-clas- s
condition;
MAN, Mitchell touring,
PETTIFORD THE 6pfP"jOB
or
will
terms
trade
easy
your Id car in.
H73-fhone
kind of work
Mi'lntojh Auto Cocpany, 008 West
WANTED Odd Jobs oarpentnrlnn. paint
Ing and roof repairing Phone H66-BITILDING,
SALE Miscellaneous
alterations, repairing; l.vye FOK
Jobs or small; work by contract or by
SALK
Phone
"Sargum" hay.
the day; careful mechanics and reason FOR
2409-11able prices; work guaranteed; estimates
TRY BODDT'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
free. Call 1755-w- .
Phone 2413-RFOR
DRESSMAKING
SALE Bicycle, 115. 1209 North
Second. Call evenings.
WANTED Plain sewing. 1220 South
FOR SALE Cement blocBs. cheap. 628
Edith.
South Walter, phone 23U-Children's dresses a
PLAIN SEWING
POST delivered at your door,
DENVER
specialty. Phone 1218
650 per month.
Phone 1949-HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Ml!- FOR
SALE Good brown coat and brown
nnery. zoo Boutn urosnway. pn. iri-- j
size 38. price 31 li. Phone 1912-dress,
PLEATING, accordion, side and box; FOR BALE Edison
machine and forty-fiv- e
mall orders. N. Crane, 115 North
records; good as Dew. Phone
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314.
High.

2404-J-

FOR SALE

Real Estate

FOR SALE Fresh eggs. 80o per dozen.
Ely's Pou(try Yard, 623 South Eighth,
High. Call phone 1168.
for O. W. FOR SALE Kimball
piano In good condition, at a bargain. Owner leaving
High. Call city, fhone 805-- J.
for H. W. FOR SALE OR RENT
Singer sewing
ISA wat
machine. The Eiohnnn,.
Gold, phone 1111.
R E NT
Office Rooms FOR SALE Mahogany davennort. table.
KORKEnV Three vry desirable '.iff Ire electrlo vibrator and small size electric
moms light, heat and water: will rent iron. Phone 1508-separately or as a whole. A. B. Mllner. FOR SALE Used tractors,
and 6
IHH West Central, phone 1123
with gang plows. Hardware Department J. Korbei A Co.
FOR SALE
MuBtor
heater, cost
- Mt; win sell ror Economy
WANTED
820; tn good condiBy young business woman.
BIT
tion.
West Silver.
nicely furntnhed room and sleeping
Close In. M. A., care JUST RECEIVED a
porch If possible.
large consignment
journal.
of pinons, 15c the pound. Robert Mao
pherson 1114 West Central.
TYPEWRITERS
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
4,
Vi'KWRITEna-A- ll
Is on'y one place tn obtain It. Albu
make, overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma- -' querque Dairy Association. Phone Sal.
',
Exeblne.
Albuquerque Typewriter
FOR
SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
122 South Fourvb
change, phone S03-tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Swayne'a Dairy, phone 1915-BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu
LEGAL NOTICE
querque.
Dairy Akociatlon butter; if
your grocer can not auppiy you, can at
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOT1CK.
1
the dairy,
North Second.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
County, New Mexico.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
In the Matter of the Estate of troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thoa.
F. Ksleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
Pedro Contreras, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the FOR BALE Fresh, corn-fe- d
pork; whole
or half hoc; half will average about
undersigned was, on the 22nd day
of December, 1921, duly appointed seventy pounds; 18a'
pound. W. B.
Administrator of the' estate of Hicks, phone 160, J. C Penney Store.
Pedro Contreras, deceased, by the
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
rooate court of Bernalillo County, OOOD for all kinds of roots, II per gallon.
The Masano Co, 110 South
and having Qualified as such Ad
Wairiut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
ministrator, all persona having roof,
the building.
will last ss long-a-s
claims
the estate of said

FOR SALE Lots, 200 South
at 1315 South High, ask
Kllgore.
FOR SALE Lots, 1200 South
at 1316 South High, ask
Kllgore.

s

f

,

against
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the FOR A LB Five hundred shares of City
undersigned in the manner and
below par. Dr. K.
E ectrle
within the time prescribed by law. U Hust, N.Railway,
T. Armljo building.
ANTONIO J. HERREKA,

Administrator.

Dated Decerrjber 22nd, 1921.
t
The Joy ot Living.
?
No one can reasonably expect to
'
ret much pleasure out of life when
his bowels are constantly consti- of Chamber-vjnJn'pted. A few doses
Tablets will move the bowels,
strengthen the digestion and give
a chance, to realize the real
i
ot living..
B

,.

-

floors, built-i- n
heat, hardwood
features, lot 150x800 feet. Located In the heart of "the best
residence section of the Fourth
,
ward. Priced at

CO.

Realtor.
218 W. Gold.
J.

bed-roc-

A, L, MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto

SOl'TH EDITH

STREET
PROPERTY.
Five-roohouse, near Central
avenue;
lot, outbuildings. Can be had on easy terms,
Vrlce $3,000.
SMALL CENTRAL AVENUB
RESTURANT
Oood business, good lease, $500
will buy it, Just the place for
two people to handle. See us at
once.

Phone

BfVBCrO

lit

WMt Central.

DIECKMANJT REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Phono 870.
309 W. Gold.

..

V

-

Albuquerque?

J. D. Keleher, Realtor, l
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

Road

228 W. Gold.

156.

A HOME

five-roo- m

J.

Seven

Rooms

J

MONEY TO LOAN
liuslll TO LOAN Ou watches,
vsluaole
guns and everything

Mr. a. saarcus. sis euuen rirsi.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches

CDmuaaur.

yorn

noME.

FOR RENT

Rooms

f OK itKiVr

furBed- -

l;i

uLh

J?0"h Rk.Vi

WANTED

J.

GOOD INVESTMENT
Modern apartment, close in. fine
location, completely furnished, income over 1300.00 per month. Let
us show you this, also
cottage, hardwood floors, heat,
J5.500.00.

W, H, McMILLION

Furnished

home, completely furnished, including... piano, walks,
lawn, trees, barns, etc. Right on
car line. Terms, too.
J. L. PHILLIPS, Real Estate.
110 S. Third.
Phono 354-W- .
A modern

Hevtra., unrurnlshed room
Edith.
Furnished
room, furnace
xi
fin. sal South Walter.
Kft.M'
Nice
rooms. 316
lui'msited
terest. See
South Second, phone 82U-A. C. ST A R E 8.
RENT Three furulsned housekeepPhone 108. J?OU
310 V. Gold.
ing rooms. 919 North fourth street.
FOR li,Ni' Canvas sleeping poruh, wllh
board, S 10 a week. 1207 h.aat Central.
i''Oit.Wiaul,D rooms, hot Viatel- heat, no
FOR RENT Dwellings
414 West Silver.
sick; no children.
iIn ifliu. i t luur room house iur
bjiLH
FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms
nislied. fill South Kim.
609
for housekeeping.
South Second.
Cm 11
Averlll
Foil UK.ST New house.
FOR RENT Furnished room with priviApartments, apartment 6.
of
lege
garage
available,
parlor;
phone
modern bouse. 1714-J- .
Foil KENT Four-rooHZi KaBt silver, phone U22-n
FOR
Good
RENT
furnished
FOK
OK KENT
Furnished or "un
611 Norm
apartment, ou first Iioor,
furnished house. Apply 621 Kiut
Second.
FOR ltNT Furnished rooms; also cau-arfurnished house,
Foil KKNT Two-roobirds for sale. 21s South VV'al'.er,
with sleeping porch. 13t)t North
phone ttitii-J- .
1'OU RiNi Furnlehed light housekeepfour-rmu- n
FOU
KENT
ing room for lady, 110 per month. 4ui
hi'ustt, at 328 North Fourth. Dr. Eu South Eolth.
terday.
FOR IiENT Two large furnished rooms
FOK KENT Nicely furnished house at
and porch, for light housekeeping. 408
loos South Arno. Call at 17(12 East North Arno.
Grand.
HE.S1
Two nice large clean well
rull
Foil KENT- - Five rooms furnished, sleep
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat.
in
pure It. bath also garage. Apply 103 South Arno.
Q25 South Arno.
v uH
rt.,vi bleeping rooms for gemle-- .
FOK KENT Three-roofurnished housa
men employed, 68.00 up; no aick. 316
Bleeping porch, 25; Hey at 706 Fast West bitver;
Santa Fa.
t
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
FOIl KENT Five room house unfur
1,27 West Central,
light housekeeping.
.
nished. Kent reasonable. Address E. phone
K., care Journal,
FOR ItKNT Large outside ruom, suit-- .
FOU KENT Four-roomodern house,
able for sleeping ur housekeeping. 414
two screened
porches and garage. West Gold.
Phone 1238-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, In
FOK KENT Three-roohouse
with
modern home. Mrs. Fred ilamm, 623
glassed sleeping porch, furnished, $4d North Second.
Phone 1G68-FOR RENT Furnished room, opposite
FOK KENT Two
room cottage, fur
postotfk-ebath; adults; well
nlshed. 609 East Pacific liiQUlre 614 people. 416 Wptione,
est Gold.
East Santa F.
FOR RENT Niceiy
furnished room.
FOR RENT Furnished
close in, two blocks from postofflce; no
cottage
with sleeping porch. Phone 3185-cr sua. til west Leao.
call 1203 East Copper.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outFOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
side entrance; also garage; ho sick.
furnished or unfurnished, Fourth ward; 1110 Noith Second.
for information phone 168.
FOR RENT Furnished room with sliep.
FOR RENT New cottage, two rooms,
Ing porch. Near good boarding home.
porch, water, 112 month. 1806 South 212 North High.
Edith; key at 170 South Edith.
STATE HOTEL
Light housekeeping
WELL furnished ocment block bunga
rooms for rent. Under new managelow, glassed sleeping porch, sunny and ment. Fourth and Central,
218
South
reasonable.
warm;
Apply
High. DESIRABLE room for
gentleman,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished four-roo210
bath, outside entrance.
modern house, hlgniands, close to
North Walter.
block from car line. Phone FOR RENT Two toomm
and
sleeping
2378-furnished for light housekeeplurnlshsd cot ing.porch,,
FOR RENT Three-roo621 South High.
tage; bath, sleeping porch, 71 East FOR RENT Two nice; clean rooms for
Call at ?02 South High,
Haieldlne.
housekeeping; convenient to town, also
phone 1310-R- .
409 West Iron.
to shops,
FOR RENT Two, three, four room FOR RENT Room and glassed-l- n
sleepsome
fur.
and houses;
apartments
ing posch, gentleman only, 224 South
nlshed, steam heat. W. H. McMllllon, Walter,
phone 227H-208 West Gold.
RENT Furnished front room, five
MODERN five-roonous.,
garage, FOR
blocks from postoffloe; private enFourth ward; three and four-roo401 South Seventh.
trance.
lis
or
Rollln
lowlands,
houses, llghlands
FOR RENT Two modern rooms with
Guthridge, 814 West Gold.
211
for light housekeeping.
porch,
FOR RENT Six rooms and sleeping 8outh
High, phone 192l-- J
porch, brick, on corner; furnished or
unfurnished; two blocks from postofflce; FOK RENT Housekeeping rooms aud
no sick. 708 West Silver.
sleeping porch, for two persons; ao
children. 110 South Walnut, ,
FOR RENT Neatly furnished four-roomodern brick dwelling at 816 North IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms:
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Eleventh street; Alee sleeping porch and
a big yard; rent 646 per month; now va- Theater, 211 Si West Central.
cant. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, FOK RENT Olassed-I- n
porch and two
phone 667.
airy' rooms, board across street, 114
1881-Three-rjofurnished
house,
FOR RENT
North Maple, phone
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 South FOK RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
Edith; will be vacant December 16; also
sleeping porch; lights and water
four room modern house, sleeping porch andwith
use of bath, 28. Phone 15I1-and bath at 115 North Sycamore. Inquire
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeplna rooms aufl
.
224 South Edith.
housekeeping apartments, by the day
week or month. iOlto West Central,
WANTED Position
FOR RENT One room and glassed south
WANTED i'ositloa as salesman; experi-encet- t,
side sleeping porch, completely fur
Address B. N., caroJournal. nished
for housekeeping. 616 West Coal.
wants position, ITrirt
PRACTICAL "NURSE
RRKT-T- wd
nla nnrurnlihed
804
Mrs.
Harter,
charges reasonable,
i.nma vllh
llunlntf
,h m nA l
South Third.
porch. 115 West Mountain Road. Phone
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPBn. CLOSE and 302-WILLIAMS A ZANQ, WOODWORTH
. keep nooks.
Newly furnished, nice,
Phone 70I-ro.,m S Mellnl building.
clean rooms and housekeeping apart
NURSE wants position, nursing and keep- ments, by day, week or month. Ill
ing house for Invalid or healthaeeker; South Third.
two years' experience In hospital. Phone FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
13H-W- .
with or without sleeping porch; suit
LADY EXPERIENCED, desires position able for one or two gentlemen; close In.
would consider 416 Booth Third.
as dentist assistant;
other clerical work. Address Box 78, FOR RENT One sunny upstairs room,
care Journal
six windows, two large clossts, sink
WANTED Position as cook or house and running water, furnished for house
keeping, 14 per month. 618 West Coal.
mother for number of young men or FOR RENT Two large front rooms, fur
gins. Aaaress uiuuie Ave. care journal.
nished for light housekeeping, In mod
WANTED Position, by married mun, 82 ern home; light clean and airy; car stops
front of house. 1221 South Edith.
in
years old, good bookkeeper, can operate Burroughs posting machine, write FOR RENT Comfortable furnished room,
mercantile show cards, use typjwrlter,
separate entrance, bath and toilet ad- Willing to kep bocks Joining; can be used for light housekeepgood salesman.
books.
and help clerk when not busy with
ing. 112 and up. 816 North Arno, phone
Living salary. Address P. O. Box 26, 17ti6-evenings.
Southland, Texas.

dins

$500.00,
A classy, five-roo-

and sleeping
floors, built-i- n
oak floors, built-i- n
features, gar- porch, hardwood
locafine
features,
lot,
splendid
age, in Luna district. Price only
tion, heat; $500.00 cash, balance
$5,250; good terms.
as
rent.
R. McC'LCGHAN, Realtor.
J. P. GIXIi, Real Estate.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
723-Phone
115 S. Second.
442-Phone
204 W. Gold.

A BARGAIN
Two frame houses on East Santa Ye, one four rooms and
porches, the other two rooms
and porches, on good sized lot,
are both In good condition, revenue $45.00 per month, will sell
for $2,800; $800 cash balance
$S0 per month including in-

Ranches
Rug oleanlng, furniture repairing,
Apply M. Mandell, niture packing. Fbous 671. Ervla
.

BETTER

PAYS

Let us show you a good, large
house, where a few roomers
will carry your Investment and
also give you a home. Easy
payments. Sickness compels the
owner to sacrifice. This Is your
opportunity, grasp it.

THAXTON

Mountain

70S

That will appeal to you, new
brick, white finish, furnace,

fidential.
.iJTO TOP and seat-

i OH RENT

C.

WHAT

Than a good rooming house In

m

Wt

FOR itr N'i

To Husbands!
Every Mother longs for "Home for
self and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make the start. Delay Is dangerous and time la fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a con'.raot to
one of our choice
You
'o'.i.
will both be hsppler for the glvl:ig,
20 caBh starts you "Homewirl."
W.

Insurance.

and cold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con
Gottlieb Jewelry Co., lot N, 1st
KtTccto Auto Enamel, Vsls- CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia
drwatiiri:monds watches. Liberty bonds, pianos.
par, Vsisp'.t- - Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead automobiles. Lowest rates, Rotbman'a
Plymouth Cnuiro Pslnt,
Floor Pal'it. Roor I Mnt and Cement Sat IK South First Bonded to the state.
isfaction air"1. Thos. F. Keleher Leath
er Co , 40
OntraL shone 1067-- J. MATTRESS RENOVATING
UBB

I9ZV'IV INT'I. FfATURB SERVICE

mi

r

Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?
Seven-roobrick stucco, steam

m

SHELLEY

Hi--

s.

START RIGHT

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for It? Also figure on this
home? Large
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
don't feel better in 1922.

six-roo- m

R0LLIN

& CO,,

REALTORS

ri

ON P,V

INCOME PROPERTY

Ml

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

Salesmen

salesmen
WANTED Ten experienced
who have automobiles and who can
start to work from the first to the ninth
of January, to sell COLT LIGHTING and
COOKING PLANTS In New Mexico and
eastern Arlsona. Wo have the beat light
ing plant on the market today, also the
best ssltlng proposition with one of the
most reputable companies standing back
of It from start to finish. Salesmen's expenses are paid weekly, commissions paid
monthly. Those Interested call In Person, or writ W. M. Foster, 210 U West
Central Are., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
If you are thinking of a change, ana
want to start the new year with a line
that will net you a nine Income. It will
pay you to hear our proposition. First
aoDllaants get most choice territory.

INC.

.

rAHK VI tW UUUHi
Steam heat apartments fronting open court that faces Highland Tark. Koof garden' with

view In city. Garages.
Ready for rent about March.
See J. A. HAMMOND, Agt.
824 K. Sliver.
Iliono 1522-R- .
best

Start the New Year Right
Buy a lot In one of the Anderson Additions. Addition No. 1,
on North Fourth street. Addition No. 2, on North Eighth

street. Room for garden and
chickens; $20 down and $10
per month.

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

FROM

WANTED
V.

A.MLD

Cattle

Miscellaneous
to

feed.

PQoue

THIS TII.ETIDE SEASOV
HAVE YOU A HOME?
If not, why not decide to have
one now? Get your University
Heights lot today. Tomorrow it
may be sold. We sell 'em every
day.
DANDY INVESTMENT.
You never miss $10 cash and
$10 per month. Later on If you
must leave town or do not wish
to build they always sell.

Franklin & Co.

HOUSES FOR RENT

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phono 057.

Life Is Service.
We Kendor Both Gladly.
Second and Gold Avenue.
Phone
640

200 West Gold

FRUIT

HOME.
On West Central avenue, large
lot and priced to sell; good
terms.
Living room, fireplace;
room with bay windows, dining
built-i- n
features; ktchen has gas and
nice cupboards, two nice large
bedrooms, plenty linen and
clothes closets;
bath,
lovely
large front porch, large back
porch. Whole house surrounded
with vines well trained; lawn,
sidewalks,
garage
driveway,
and large outbuildings,
fruit
and shade trees, garden, etc.
When you see all that there is
to this piece of property, considering its fine location for
$7,200.00,
you will say. It's
ours.

For

with Board

Rent-Room- u

ROOM AND BOARD.
ROOM AND BOARD,

West Coal.
all eouveulences.
219

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
South Broadway.
lllou.,Lls.
cocking and serving dinners and FOR RENT Room and board; (10.60 a
JOHN W. H1LSON,
week,
partirs, phone 1689-phon 1720-J- .
WANTKD
Attorney,
Cord wooa saw Illst class NICELY furnished loon, wllh board;
to rus 15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
2408-R-condition,
no
1027
sick.
phone
Forrester.
private family;
Phone 1153-HCAVENUL'11 AND GENERAL
HAULROOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch,
I'MibHIAJiS AMI BtstOStO.NS.
ING. Reasonable rates. K. A. Griffith,
niljulnlng bath. 1C3S East Central.
722 East Iron, phone 2299-L. HUH I ON,
CAN ACCOMMODATE
one
gentleman Hit. B. Disease
FOR SALE Houses
EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player
of Uie Stomach.
do
convulescent Apply Casa
Oro, 013
Bulla,
West Gold.
James
Duran,
piano
repairing.
phone
Barring Building.
FO-- t SALE
Two dandy new tent houses, 1974-1920 New York.
FURNISHED room with or without Hit S. C. CLARKE.
cheap. Call 720-WELDING
AND CUTTING
of metals.
board, use of bath; no sick. 725 SouUi
Eye, l.ur, Not and Throat.
FOR SALE By uwner, tuur-roohoun.
also welders' supplies and carbide for Arno,
Burnett Building.
Phon III.
1015
West Fruit
Inquire
sale. N. M. Sleel Co., Inc. phone 1947-Offlc
Hours
Furnace-heate- d
FOR
RENT
front
6 to 12 a. m.. and 2 to B p. m.
FOK SALE
brick house, on WANTED Secondhand
room
furniture
1207
if
and
with
doslred.
East
garage
'
North Edith. Phone 2401-Rtrunks. We buy everything In house- Central.
Hit. MARGARET
CAKXWKiuTlT,
FOR SALE On easy terms, six room hold goods.
Office Orant Bldg., Room 18. Phon 171.
Max's Bun;a!n Store, 315 FOR RENT Roomand
sleeping
porch
South
modern bungalow; will lake good lots
First.
Pllune
Resilience 1123 Eaat Central
with board.
215 Stanford, Univo.-sitor real estate paper.
Phone 2040-Phone 671.
MAX BARGAIN
STORE., at 316 South Heights.
FOR SALE By owner, new modern
First, will pay Ihe highest prices for FOR RENT One
suitfront
room,
large
second-hand
80O0
near
Robinson
W.
shoes
rvl.
house,
your
and
park,
clothing,
able for two gentlemen, with board.
SHERIDAN, M. D.
furniture. Phone 858.
cash, 60 per munth. Phone 1&2j-722 South Third.
Fracticu Limited to
FOR SALE Five-rooHUG CLEAN UKb
frame, modern,
CKNITU
FOR RENT
I'lUNAKK DISEASES
Large furulshed room with
convenient for two families; large lot;
8x13 Rug Cleaned, 12.00.
table board; rate for two people. 217 AND DISEASES OF TILE SKIN
east front; highlands. Phone 1069-MATThkaaKB len.'VateU
l.uO and up. South Fourth.
tn Cianectioo.
Haaaermuii
laboratory
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin FUR
FOR SALE By owner, one room comae
RENT Glaased-l- n
sleeping porch Citizens ItnnU tildg. Phono NHS,
with screened porch; lot 85 ft. ly 142 Bedding Co., phone 471.
for
with
best
board.
of
719
gentleman
ft.; city water; 8300 cash, inquire 1902 BETTER DOKAK FINISHING It la South Walter. Phone 1586-CHIROPRACTORS
South High.
better. Return postage paid on mall
RANCH
Ideal location for iTtrtAK!ffEsr'
FOR BALK. Nlcs four room brick with orders. The Barnum Studio, 219 ! West JAMESON'S
few
now
healthseekers;
reservations
N.
M.
Chiropractor.
bath, well furnished; close In. Price Central, Albuquerque,
2238-J- .
19 and 20 Armljo Building.
14,800; 11,600 down;
U month Includ- WANTE D $ 300. 00 i rom-- su Itable person available. Phone
RENT
Room ane sleeping porch.
ing Interest. Phone 1V25-buys furniture and one year's lease on FR
vlth board for convalescent!; gentleFOR RENT Apartments
FOR SALE Leaving the city, will sell 9 rooms, bath and large sleeping porch; men
only; private home. Phone 2148-six cottages,
three
per month. See ownfurnished, rent close In: rent
FOU litis T Two rurnisiied rooms, for
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
11,224 per annum; a 23 per cent Invest- er, 315 South Third st.
housekeeping; adultt; no sick.
ment. Call 17o South Edith.
porches, with board, for convalescents. 724light
CLEANING PAPER and kalsoinlne. waxSouth Second.
'
M.d. Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal,
ing floors, house and window cleaning, 626.
FOR KENT Three-roond
apartment
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 8 and all kinds of repair work; work guarbath, partly furnished. Apply 8u North
634-FOR RENT Room and board for one
large porches, newly decorated, vacant. anteed. JohTltliMidaonpliorio
la o' c ock.
after
Eighth,
or
two
Terms If derlred. Phone 1S03-men.
private-homin
645
W A N TKD
per
Careful Kodak finishing.
month. 12:3 West Mountain road, phone FOR RENT it wo large sunny room,
Twice dally aervlce. Remember, satisFOR SALE 13y uwner, two room cot-tu41?
furnished for light, housekeeplnf.
1474-Send your finishing
with sleeping porch and garage; faction guaranteed.
South Walter. Fhone 1903-200 cash, balance to a reliable, established
ACCOMMODATIONS
firm.
Hanna MODERN
city water at 1700;
for
A
RENT
FOR
tarnished
sunny
apart& Hanna, Master Photographers.
like rent. Inquire 1902 South High it.
healthaeeker, in country home; special
ment of three rooms, bath and soVeaoed
SALE OR RENT Six branu new FURNITURE REPAIRED and upholster- care given to bed patient; close to car
For
line. Address Box 224, city.
porch. 401 Hou th Seventh.
four-roocushions
cars
houses, corner Ninth and
ed;
made;
upholstered;
FOR RENT Three room apartment wi'ii
MIRAMONTES-ON-TMB-MESCoul; will sell one or all on reasonable bedsteads and picture frames bronzed
bath, furnished, no sick, no children;
terms. See F. H. Strong, or L, C Ben- and enameled; chairs wired. Also agency A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
nice location. 112 South Ninth.
75
ator 146.
nett. Phones
convalescents; graduate nurae In
for "Speedollne."
J. H. Austin, 814
tendance; rate by the week or month. FOR KIvNa? Two rcoms and sleeping
FOK SALE Account leaving city, fur- North Twelfth; residence phone 2368-Call 2400-Jmodporch, unfurnished; private entrance;
bished or unfurnished
WINDOW
CLEANING FOR RENT Furnished room with
ern house; screened porches, nicely ar- ALBUQUERQUE
board, no small children. 208 North Walnut.
CO.
Window
and
cleaned
floors
first-clas- s
Three-roohome
for
gentwo
cooking,
FOR
RENT
ranged for two families. West Central, scrubbed; stores,
apartment,
and
houses
offices
near park. Phone owner, 2204-modem, completely furnished, close In;
rates and honest tlemen; private entrance, 111 per week,
cleaned; reasonable
and work. Postofflce box 101, A, Granone; 145 per month; all conveniences. 702 water paid. ihone 640 or 107; no chilFOR SALE By owner, five-rooSouth Third.
dren
large front porch, modern bungalow. lene i your call American Giocery, phone
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. FOR RENT Two-rooIn good residence
section; east lront, 252.
apartment, furJohn's Sanatorium (Episcopal): ratea,
lawn and treee, la very best condition;
nished completely for tight housettf-e817.50 to 825 per week; Includea private
on
would sacrifice foi quick sale; leaving
no
car
North
sick.
Ing,
tine;
HELI WANTED
room with sleeping porch, connected to Third,
town.
Phone 1486-bath
medical
and
care,
medicines,
toilet;
Male.
fous rooms and
FOU RENT Three-rooFult SALE House,
apartment with
general nursing; excellent meala, tray
glassed-i- n
two porches, newly furnished
and
sleeping porch, front and WANTED
Yard man; American prefer-re- service; no extrae. All rooms have steam
back porch; big basement; furnace; comwater
and
decorated;
iight
paid. Phona
Sanatorium.
hot
Rev.
and cold running water.
Apply Presbyterian
heat,
159-a
is
this
lot;
furnished;
large
pletely
W. H. Zlegler,
Fhone
Chef and man cook. EmploySuperintendent,
Address box C, WANTED
good buy; easy terms.
FOK
RENT Furnished
three rooms.
ment office, 110 South Third, phone 491.
care Journal.
3D4-private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
BY OWNER,
modern house in
water
furnished.
FOR
and
SALE
light
Furniture
Apply 1001
Horseshoer for Headquarters
Fourth wtrd, hard wood floors, fire- WANTED
West Central.
Troop.
Apply at stables, rear Albu- - FOlt .SALE Kdiaon
in A-- l FOU RENT Nice two-roomitxhine,
porches, three
place, large screened
apartment
condition.
310 North Thirteenth.
light, airy bed roor.s with extra large querque Greenhouse.
with large sleeping porch, close in.
Man to make appointments FOK HA LK Leather ilavenpnrt and three
closets, fronts east on large lot with WANTED
Phon
reasonable.
very
hlghlnnds;.
in
excellent
Good
for
commercial
217 South Tenth.
rock (pit chairs.
lawn, trees, etc.; everything
photographer;
924-it desired. Phone payj Address is. V. E., c;ire Journal.
condition; terms
fc'l'KNlTl HE KKFAIKINO and vpholiter-Inff- . FOIl KENT
steam-heate- d
Two
small
1977-- J.
WANTE1
Married couple; man to work
Phone 471. Ervin Beddinf Co.
furnished apartments, apartment 8 at
RARE OPPORTUNITY.
on ranch, and his
wife to serve as FOU BAT.K
at 121$ West
Ttarpaln, new bane burner, 1211 and apartment
ONE of Albuquerque's best homes con- housekeeper.
Apply O. B. Clarke, dox
book
Roma,
ectlnnal
caie and Monster cabinet.
phone 430-237, city.
sisting of 10 rooms with glassed-l315 North Fifth, phone 1301.
J
three-roofurTwo
FOR
RENT
and
2 bath rooms,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
ATTENTION. MEN Big, reliable con- FOK SALE Furnlture""ftt
nished apartments, hot and
ld waUr
factory prlcea
maple floors, all built-i- n features, steam
cern with nationally advertised prosteam
which
ntaikes
and
It
lens
corner
than
recond
and
coit
heat; light
telephone paid.
heat, laundry room, fruit room;
duct can use four men, age 25 to 35, hand nnoJe.
ife fur yourself. 421 South Broadway.
lot with fine lawn, roses and trees, douime and
or American nationality, excel- American Furniture
Co., 223 South Secble garage. For further Information, P. Spanish
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
adlent
and
for
earnings
opportunity
ond.
L
O. Box 182. Albuquerque. N.
porch, completely furnished; on and
vancement. Phone 19S8-- J for Interview
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
FO K SALE
Colur ibla phonograph, $ iT; one-hanow. Referencee required.
SAUL Livestock
703 West Silver.
1
In.uire
mall
Kdlson
and
records, 10;
WANTED
First class dry goods man for White rotary tew n forty
like
new,
machine,
FOR
RENT Two-rooapartment,
large country store. Must understand $25; Faultless se Ins; machlns;, 17; large
clothes closets and large pantry, bath
Spanish fairly well, and have knowledge dreMer, plate m Jrror,
oak
118;
fumd
cow
of
for
furnished
and gentle
merchandise.
adjoining,
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey
completely
general
Dependable
oak
library housekeeping. 614 West CoaL
Good pay for right library table, fll.SO; golden
referencee required.
riding pony. Phone 2405-Rupround
$7;
dining;
$12.50;
table,
table,
man.
Do
not apply unless willing ti hit holstered dinlna;
FOR SALE Fresh young cow, giving the
chairs, $3; four-hol- e
ball. Address B. L. M., car
PAINTING
three gallons milk. 717 South Arno.
ranirt, with watjr front, $20; hard coal
100
burner,
coal
$15:
two
Two
heater, $6; aas heater, Vt'H :N YOU consider painting, phon
SALE
colts,
FOR
horses,
$2; Iron hyd wi'h springs and mattress.
1547-chlckins and good collie dog, cheap.
all
estimates furnished
$10; kitchen ca ifnet. kitchen table and
Mr. Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex- chain, sanitary rots, baby beds, baby go work guaranteed; no Job too large.
celsior Laundry.
FOR SALE Best grade young Duroo Jercms, two 11x11 nitre, drop-lea- f
tables,
sey hogs for breeding purposes or the WANTED
TIME CARDS
all cotton
Experienced salesladies. Ap- all sices; new fort
market. Address Charles R. Kaff, Los
The
Economist.
at
ply
artlclea
other
$7.50;
mattress,
many
Lunaa, N. M.
222
C.
B.
South
WANTED
Bynum,
Girl for general housework. bargain prices.
FOR SALE Or trade for hogs, go "'
Second,
Apply 409 West Lead.
be
work horse, weight about 1100;
WANTED
A
for
housework.
seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
girl
general
FOR SALE Ranches
Mrs. Grace B. Jones, 820 South High.
Rio Grande blvd. Phone 2409-R-alfalfa raricJi,
Experienced girl to do gen- FOR SALE Koriy-ac- i
FOR SALE Gentle driving horse, light WANTED
rour mil
from city. Inquire 400 West
eral housework. Apply at 808 West
spring wagon and buggy harness; also Gold.
Gold.
WES iBOL' Is'."
Dally.
One block east of
good stock saddlo.
Arrive.
Depart,
WANTED
Woman for general house- FOR SALE Country home, stucco hous. Train.I
Armljo postoffloe, phone 2402-JThe Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:10 pra
seven room, atesra hested. electric No.
work; must be good cook. 705 West
HORSES FOR SALE We have some
11:00
am
9
am
No.
lo:20
Limited.
Calif.
e
Lead.
ranch; In alfalfa and No. 7
lights; on
good work horses and mules for sale.
Fargo Fast.. 10:50 am 11:10 am
310 North Broadway.
Prices are cheap; WANTED
Housekeeper for small family orchard.J467-R- Ad res Postofflce box 877, or No. 9 Th
am
1:0
13:35
am
Navajo..
In the country.
also heavy set of harness and heavy sadAddress Box I, care phone
SOUTHBOUND.
dle for sale.
Four-acr- e
Journal.
FOR SALE
ranch, two miles No.
10:10 pm
El Peso
from postofflce, on main ditch; .liib'.e No. 17 El Paao Gap
FOI SALE Ten head of Missouri mules, WANTED Lady stenographer. State ex11:3 am
Exp
,
chicken houaes,
ten head of work horaea and maree
perience and salary wanted. P, O. Box house, garage,
EASTBOUND.
blooded chicken
and turkeys; also fur- No. t Th
and twelve head of Holstein and Jersey 255, City.
1:10 pm 1:40 pa
Navajo..
2418-Jmilk cows, for sale cheap or will trade on WANTED
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm e:40 pm
Cashier at once; must have niture: terms Five-acr-Phone
town lots. Cows at corner of Mountain
e
SALE
ranch, one mile No.
F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
good reference.
Liberty Cafe, 105 FOR
road and Fourth; miles nd horses at West
west of Barelaa bridge, on main ditch; No. 1018.
t
7:20 am 7:50 am
Central.
The
or 41.
Bell's Livery Stable. Phone 941-no betfruit, grapes and berrlea; 2411-KFROM SOUTH.
WANTED
Girl for general housework alfalfa,
In tha valley.
ter
Phone
land
8:35
No.
El
From
II
Paw
pm
and cooking, family of two; must be or writ A. H.
BUSINESS CHANCES
Sherer, general delivery, No. 30 Prom El Paso 7:00 am
neat Call 218 West. Marble.
city.
FOR SALE
No. 10 connect at rlen with No, It
Garage, best location In WANTED
A cook In a family of four;
town. Phone 87.
for Clovls, Pace Valler. Kans: Cltl ml
good wage to right party. Mrs. D.
PERSONAL
Q
Coast
FOR SALE Small rooming house; long Weinman, 708 West Copper.
No. 20 connect, at Heln with No. II
BARBER
homes.
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
For
1421
Ph.
private
EARN BOARD Room and (10 month
Clnvl
and point east nd south
FOR SALE Small grocery and five-roowhll attending achool; catalogu free. YOUNO MAN, driving toEt Paso, about frm
dwelling. Call at 816 South Seventh. Mackay Business College, 106
January 8, will take one passenger,
South
Address
lady or gentleman: reference.
FOR SALE A meat market; everything Main, Los Angeles.
Box 100, car Journal,
c mplete.
Call at 1106 East Central, GIRL WISHING
home with elegant
good
766-phone
surroundings, aa companion to my wife;
FOR BALE One of the Vest business girl going to school will do. Answer by
properties In Albuquerque. 316 Bouih letter to F. 8., car Journal.
First street Inquire at Savoy Hotel
WANTEP -- Ladle all over Nrw MexitO
to take order for my medallions; good
FOR SALE At a bargain, five second- pay. Writ
for particulars. Harry
hand pool tables and on billiard table. Rea, 605 North Second,
'
.
AJbiqu 'raai ,
first-class
In
condition; also on twelve-foo- t New Mexloo.
soda fountain, A-- l condition. In
WANTED
Bright young person to act
quire at 1!9 West Silver.
Beven-roo- m
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
aa chambermaid; one willing and obligBUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
also
ing;
good references; splendid home
mercantile business, located on rail- and
Call between 8 and 6,
Frontage Will Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
road. Will sell for value of Improvements 400 good wagee.
North Twelfth.
alon. Coo-- ' reason for selling. If Inadterested In good-sise- d
proposition,
dress postoffUebox 838. Albuquerqu.
FOR BALE At Belen, one block city wlulNconTTderTng"
,
property on Main street, one two-atoIng or kalsomlning, call 284, or call at
brick building, store, rooming hous. gar- I0T East Central, for Hanaon A Powers,
Ground Floor Cromwell BulMlng.
age and large warehouse and several flrst-clpainter an1 paperhangera;
w
other bueineee buildings. Mrs. Hortn
guarantee all our work; no Job too
Dldler. P. O. Box, 170, Btleu, N. 1L, ,
...c .
...
or jtuw email,
2409-R-

611

FOR

fe;

'n

FOI SMJE

PAINTINGPAPERING

P.F. MeCAMM

1

.......
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beb.(9

vinu'iBrm

Today We Want to Furnish the
Olives and Pickles.

!

PHONE

293 TAXI

ESSUE

FOGG,
1

Phono

PRE-INVENT0-

SPANISH ISSUED BY
ESPIN0SA
AURELIO

Postofflre.

122 S. Fourth.

D03-.-

I

Rot ii man's
First St.

Phone

017--

J

I

The Misses Wilson were hostesses at a holiday party Wednesday evening at tln.lr beautiful new
home on Yasar avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruno Dleckman
are now at homo at 222 Vnssnr
avenue, where many friends have
called to pay their respects.
II. A. Kennanl
has just completed a beautiful California type
on
Columbia
bungalow
avenue,
which he now offers for sale at a
very reasonable price. The neighborhood is particularly attractive.

ERASFIELD

Watch, clock and Jewelry repaired.
Swiss and
American,
English
makes.

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Rubber

A fight for making eight hours
day, Instead of nine hours, the leg'l
limit for employment of women In
Oklahoma will be made at the next
session of the legislature.

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 821-818 J4 South First.

Heels, 40c

Phone 600

Phone 127.
Rightway Shoe Shop
218 South

16 Pounds SUGAR

Singer
210 West

Fancy White Colorado Potatoes
45 lbs. Fancy White Colorado Potatoes
Fancy White Colorado Potatoes
Large Extra Fancy Prunes, per lb
10 lbs.

Butter, per lb
Fort Solid Pack Tomatoes, No.

Second.

each

Fancy Codfish, per lb. pkg..
Large Grapefruit, each
Grapes, per lb

2
,.

can

Real

Gallup

Coal

Lump

HAHN COAL CO.

for the

Fannie R. Spitz. Tel H02, 323 N.
Tenth St. Send for mull order list

ELKS AND

EVE

SANDSTORM

mt'Ssm

Vs

EXPERT WATCHMAKER,
JEWELER and ENGRAVER
215 South Second St.

6ai!

Qmll

15c

,37c

...,.13c

j

DIME DANCE
TONIGHT
ARMORY
Sand Storm
Orchestra

FOB

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Ten
ALBUQUEItOUK THANSFEK
Phone. 542. 401 North First St.

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

Chelate

TONIGHT AT
COLOMBO HALL

...i.,.y.M.....VJl.V?v,.r7;i;y-rpt-;-

And if you are going to welcome the New Year in,
be sure to have a liberal supply of Fee's "Made
in Albuquerque" Chocolates.
They'll insure you
against dull moments.

FEE

2

PHONE

304 West Central Ave.

199

313.

PiNOf! HUTS

Phone

43S-- W

DAILY'S RASH AND KARRY
206 East Central Ave.

BEEF
CHICKENS
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL
BELGIAN HARES

QUALITY TRICE.
The quality is the same that you find in all Cash and
Carry stores in Albuquerque. The price we put down In black
and white. Three dollar orders delivered to Highlands.
2 Large Grapefruit
box pure pork
25c
Special
1 Package Instant Cake
30c
sausage
Box Morris Supreme
Klour
, 24c
1 Del Monte
t
45o
bacon
Asparagus
Armour Star Ham
S2o
Tips . . . i
1 Large can Del Monte
28c
(whole)
Morris Supreme Hams
29c
Pineapple
1 Mackerel
28c
, 15c
(whole?
4
6
to
Picnic Hams,
lbs.. 21c
Salted peanuts
15c
bacon from 25c to 40o
SOc
Small oranges, dor
15c
Beef Roast
Blue Goose oranges, doz. 45c
24 Packages Her. Choc. 90c
10c
Boiling Beef
1 Eagle Milk
22c
Hamburger, pure beef,
2 for
18 Bars P. & O. Soap.. SI. 00
35c
22c
,
SPUDS
Veal Roast
SPUDS
SPUDS
18c
Veal Stew
Extra good
S2.20
Shoulder pork roast . . . . 22c
spuds
28c
Extra good spuds $1.15
Pork chops
25c
Pure pork sausage
Extra good spuds 60o
Dressed Poultry and Oysters.
Extra good spuds 25c
1 Box Cluster raisins . . 25c
Boss Flour
S2.35
Sliver Leaf Lard S1.55
Candy (60c grade) 1.00
WILL CLOSE ALL DAT MOXDAT.

For Holiday Gifts
15c a Pound

AT LAST

FRUITS
VEGETABLES

and

IIAGAX COAL

SUGAR-CURE-

of not having our
retail yard In readiness. It will
be necessary to sell our coal di
rect from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lump Conl,

Heels, 40c,

cheap work. We

use only

Rightway Shoe Shop

218 South Second. Phono 127.

K. MARKET
No. 1
501 North

First Street.
Phone 19
Yonr Order
do me Rest.

North
V

We

Pay Cash and Buy for Less, at

CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.
WeSeUSWNHEJ
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle

and

ther Macaroni Product.

O.K. MARKET

Stew Meat, lb
10c
Morris' Supremo Bacon, v.
box
19o
lb.,
& 15c
,35c
Fryers, dressed, lb
lbs. for.... 35c
Hens, dressed, lb
,.30c
DKLIVF.ll ANY WHERE IV CITY

Hamburger, 3
WE

25c

.

.12c

..25c

Featuring "SNOOKY"
REGULAR

the Humanzee
PRICES

25-l-

Our Store You Get the Best
16 lbs. SUGAR.
Nothing ia more

.$1.00 100 lbs. SUGAR. . .$6.20
pleasant to the housewife in preparing meals than the opening of canned food
products that are equal to your desires and expectations. Many housewives are wonderfully surprised in the opening of such merchandise purchased from our store at such a low cost.
Our enormous buying power and our increasing
business are big factors in making this possible, as
our selling prices are based on the volume of business we are doing.
.

11 lbs. POTATOES 25c

100 lbs. POTATOES $2.10

Broadway Central Grocery
ALBUQUERQUE
'

All Steaks, lb
Pork Sausage, lb
Good Roast, lb.. .

"JUST III 'TIME"

60-l-

Phone 591

Phone 319

ATTRACTION

100-lb-

No. 2
421 South Broadway

First

ADDED

10-lb- s.

Will

the best material and skilled
and the prices
workmanship
are low but we never allow
that cheap look to attach Itself.
We call for them and bring
'cm back,

A photoplay written especially for this star by C. Graharj
Baker. A strong cast under the direction of EDWARC
JOSE was engaged for Miss Calhoun.

60-l-

Phone

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Rubber

CALHOUN

10-l-

201

620

D

BACON
20c POUND

So

STORES

Moil Orders

Corner Broadway and Central.

CO.,

Taken.

Incorporated
Phone

138

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

j

d
A girl of eighteen
captures dangerous bant!
on lonely island and has many strange adventures. Sh
thwarts the schemes of a society dowager to marry he)
daughter to a wealthy youth. The story is full of dra
matic situations and is visualized by

....

GROCERIES

On account

No

....

b.

Any quantity.
1114 West Central Ave.
Phone 109

ARE ACTIVE!

"THE MATIMKML 1EB"

for your

b.

TO 11 P. U.

LAST TIME TODAY

ALICE

Pucked
$1.00, Delivered.
SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED.

1

single-hande-

n

Phone

CONTINUOUS

SMUGGLERS

Thomas'
irair-Gnllo-

,

D

If You Want the Best, Be Sure It's

MONDAY NIGHT

ICE CREAM

PRICES

the Special
Every Assortment Made Up-oFavorites That Every One Likes
ONE-- , TWO-- , THREE- - and
BOXES
FIVE-POUN-

19

Shop

!

f

1

JANUARY

OSTRiCEIE

isolates

Dance the Old Year
Out and be happy
ever after.

0as.ee

PIIOXK fi78
110 West Silver
A. HOIMil.S, Prop.

C.

FJSSTER'1

GPeEEN-EYE- D

Mmm.

YEAR'S

FiEW

Crake's or

Flew Year's

.

205 S. First St.

S A

ADDED ATTRACTION
A Two Reel Comedy

Year's Eve

REGULAR

25c

WILLY-NILL- Y

V ;

Featuring

$1.00

19c

c

An International Romance

"BETTY'S

Coal!

$2.25

...23c

MA'

DANCE

ORCHESTRA

Flew

Armory

THEIR LADIES

Phono

25c

i

J

PHONE 91.

NEW YEAR'S
TONIGHT

Delivered $11.00 per ton,
IIAGAX COAL MINES

48c

Cactus

pm

Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,

Central

Machlno

$1.

100 lba.

am
am
pm

TAXI
SINGER
Clitar Store,
Office

Free Call and Delivery

Iransfer 158

J. A. SKINNER

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives.) in Santa Fe... 10:46
4:00
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

MAMAS"
t,

ifSsoN5orai

1

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
D0HVGS

a

"THE EfiCHEY

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Shelled Pinon Nuts

MR. AND JII1S, A. O. I3HACV.

Spanish-speakin-

Presents

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

o'clock,
the Overland automobile will be
fa
Con I nnd Wood.
given away nt the Hracy Cafeteria. jH
Gallup I.mr.p SI 1.50 n Ton fci
Come and eat a good dinner ami
!MM)
XOHTII MUST STRKKT.M
drive your car home. We thank all
388-I Phone
who have helped to make the Cafeteria a success, nnd wo wish all a
Happy and Prosperous New Year.

J. "w!

PERRET

SOCIAL SESSION

SEE THE OVERLAND AT
BRACY'S
CAFETERIA
On New Year's day, at

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

To replace

Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

Service

LAST TIME TODAY

Let Us Send a Man

In Stock
All Merchandise
At Greatly Itcdueed Prices

ATTENTION
PYTHIANS

Fancy Mackerel,

Opposite

You

STAGE

SALE

Phone 91 7-- J
Of particular Interest to resi- 117 S. First
dents of the southwest Is a pamphlet "On the Teaching of Spanish,"
recently Issued by Aureiio M.
as a reprint from "Hispan-la,- "
official organ of the American
Association of Teachers of Spanish.
Mr. Esplnosa, who is professor
of Spanish at Stanford university
end a native of Albuquerque, sets
forth In the pamphlet the necessity
On Monday night, January 2,
for a speaking knowledge of Spanish for those who intend to teach
that language In high schools or 1922, there will ho a masquer-nd- e
universities, explaining that many
dance at the K. P. hall
teachers who are otherwise well
for the Knights of Pythias and
equipped are unable to pronounce
the language correctly. '
Invited friends.
He makes the point that the
teachers of Spanish are the interpreters of Spanish culture for this
country, and hence should, If possible, have spent at least a few
months In Spain or one of the
g
countries.
The essav, of twenty pages, was
first published In "Hispanla" for
December, 1921.

Malone Taxi &

RENT

Expert Watch Making, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing

5

BOARD OF EDUCATION

With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

The Jeweler

CO.

The law requires the payment of $1.00 poll tax
for 1921 on or before the 31st day of December.
After that date suit for collection is made mandatory on the authorities.
Why permit costs of suit to pile up on you, when
$1.00 paid now will pay in full?
For convenience of the public a clerk has been
placed in the State National bank during banking
hours, to receive poll tax payments.

$3.00 double.

2033--

J,

New House, with
or without garage.
Call 501 South First St.

PIUCF.S

REGl'LAK ADMISSION

'

701--

TOREADOR"

CLYDE COOK in "THE

ESSAY ON TEACHING

Transient rata f 1.50 single;

Spcclnllst.

Osteopathic
Bldfr. Tel.

FOR

Brilliant Japanese Star at Ills Best
A PDF I) ATTRACTION

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
The vacant ground adjoining the
Orpheum theater on the south has
been purchased bv Juan Garcia,
through the Metcalf agency. Mr.
the
Garcia expects to Improve
property during the coming year.
Mrs. T. A. Bittner left yesterday
for Los Angeles where
she will
epend tho remainder of the winter.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 644-The
Immaculate
Conception
choir will repeat the Christmas
musical
program next Sunday
morning at the 10 o'clock mass.
Mrs. Carmelita Coleman of 422
Tijeras avenue, who recently suffered a painful accident, is reported to be recovering rapidly from
her Injuries.
Save costs of a suit by piylng
your poll tax this week. Pay at
State National bank or at tho Higi.
school.
John Scruggs of the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance company has
gone on a business trip to Cimarron.
Shuffle-barge- r
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
have returned from Taos.
N. M., where they spent Christmas
With Mrs. Shufflebarger's parents.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company
Phone 81.
There will be no delivery of mnll
'on either Sunday or Monday of the
New Year holiday, it was announced by Postmaster B. Spitz yesterday. All windows will be closed on
those days also.
Justice of the Peace Dcsldario
Montoya has moved his office from
the basement of the court house
building to an office room directly
off of ths court room on the second
floor.

ELMS HOTEL
--

"WHERE LIGHTS ARE LOW"

LOCAL ITEMS

324 S. Second

Phone 371

293

j

Stern

-- 4

Trucks Give

Our

EATI317

WHY PAY MORE
WHEN $1.00 WILL PAY YOUR
POLL TAX FOR 1921

GUYS TRANSFER

We deliver any size anyj Finest rooms In the state
where. Henry Transfer Cov steam heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Phone 939.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 weeU
. C. n. CONN Ell, M. D. D, O.

HAYAKAWA

PHONES

vif.mt PAf3f

LE0NCE

Thoiie

IN

Tho

Let

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

OITI Er.KCTKIt! SHOE SHOP
AA7-213 Smith Second.
Fre Call Bncl Delivery.

PJJ

LET'S GO

4

1957--

J'y

V

PERKY

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER

CARNEAU SQUABS

Phone

REUBEN

v rj JTw.'y? '

LUMBER nnd HOLDERS'
SUPPLIES
Service and Quality

COAL

SALE

FOR

It. WALTON

WM.

er

Phones

S15 Marble Avenue.

with the Albuquerque

association
Dairy
Dec. 1st, 1921, I wish to announce
to tho milk consumers of Albuthe
querque that wo will
retail and wholesale of niilk and
cream January 1, 1022. An
delivery system will be
put on, and we earnestly solicit
the patronage of the people of
A llniniierniie.
and guarantee a
pure, whole milk and cream of
our
own
production, delivered
at 1902
from our dairy farm
North Fourth street.
Consider us at your service, and
it will prompt, and your business
1'nnno 1040.
will be appreciated.
BFZKMKK DAIHY
James Rewmck, Prop.

HOMER H. WARD

WARDS STORE,
B

DANCE TONIGHT
ARMIJO HALL
(San Jose)

business

discontinued

December 31, 1921.
fT vtivmfy

lUIGEffll
Having
connection

have the nunlity. Ripe, green and stuffed olives, sweet;
Tickles, dill pickles.
Also the extra grade canned fruits Red raspberries, blackberries, blueberries, fruit salad, red pitted cherries, peaches,
pears, apricots, etc.
Date Pudding.
FIR Twilling
Fancy package tips, dates, table, layer rnisins, r.uts, extra large
grapefruit, apples, oranges, grapes, cranberries, Las Cruces
spinach and not least, real nice celery.
Buy Jevne bread today and you will have bread in good condition Tuesday it you buy enough. Extra shipment today.
The Cracker sale a success not many pounds for today.
The best chocolate candy bargain ever brought to town Is
sale.
our 69 cent week-en- d
lion Ilur Coffee Bon Hur Tea.
until
Adios,
Tuesday morning.
We

MORNING JOURNAL

May the Coming Year have naught in store for you
but Health and Happiness I
This store of good shoes is grateful for the generous
patronage it has enjoyed, and we trust we have
earned your support by deserving it.
1921 gave us many new friends and cemented many
ties that bind us to the old ones. ;
Begin tomorrow to write it 1922, Don't forget
'
your dates!
Don't forget another thing it's this, don't forget
to look to us during the New Year for everything
that i3 new, reliable and desirable in footwear
for men, women, and children; look to us for the
best values; look to us for shoe satisfaction at every
point. We will certainly not disappoint you.
Again we say, A Happy New Year,

